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Jennifer Huelskamp is a Partner in the 
Employment and Litigation Practice 
Groups with a practice focused on 

employment litigation and counseling. 
She has significant experience 

representing clients in state and 
federal courts and in proceedings 

before government agencies, 
including the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Commission, the Illinois 
Department of Labor, and the Illinois 

Department of Human Rights. Jennifer 
also routinely practices in the general 

commercial litigation space.
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I’m the Chicago Office Managing Partner 
at Michelman & Robinson, LLP. We’re 

a litigation, transactional and regulatory 
firm of nearly 100 extraordinary lawyers 
across seven growing offices. Unquestion-
ably, my roads to M&R (I’m on my second 
tour of duty, following an 18-month stint 
rebuilding, restructuring, and rehabilitating 
Outcome Health, a healthcare technology 
startup, as its crisis-time GC) have been 
fortuitous, including the game-changing 
honor of being named a 40 Under Forty 
by Chicago Lawyer and Chicago Daily Law 
Bulletin in 2014—recognition that pro-
pelled my career into overdrive.

Back in law school, I joined Meckler 
Bulger Tilson LLP (now Cozen O’Connor) 
as a summer associate. That stint led to me 
becoming an associate and then, in 2013, a 
partner of the firm. 

A year after making partner, I was des-
ignated a 40 Under Forty. Instantly, my 
phone “blew up.” Recruiters came calling, 
one of which introduced me to K&L Gates 
LLP. I had no intention of leaving Meckler, 
but the opportunity to jump to BigLaw in-
trigued me, as did the several pitches of-
fered up by K&L Gates lawyers. I took the 
plunge in January 2015 and began work 
at the mega-firm. While there, I practiced 
with a solid group of professionals, and 
the people and platform supported the 
expansion of my client roster, which grew 

to include several of the premiere found-
ers and companies in Chicago’s growing  
tech scene. 

Fast forward 18 months and things were 
rolling at K&L Gates. Even so, I said yes to a 
lunch meeting that forever changed my life.

Over a Caesar salad, I learned that M&R 
planned to enter the Chicago legal market. I 
knew of the flourishing L.A.-based firm, and 
I accepted an invitation to fly west to meet 
with its stakeholders. After speaking with 
Sanford Michelman (M&R’s Co-founder 
and Chairman) and Dana Kravetz (the Firm 
Managing Partner), I agreed to become a 
co-founding partner of M&R Chicago.

My reasons for doing so were then—as 
they are now—rooted in possibility and the 
visions of M&R’s leadership team (of which 
I’m now among the ranks). In them, I found 
wildly successful lawyers, great humans, 
friends, and entrepreneurs with whom I 
shared core values regarding ethics, client 
service excellence, and the business and 
practice of law.

Those shared values are foundational 
to my professional fulfillment. Today, ev-
erything we do internally at M&R focuses 
on a culture designed to build the most 
engaged workforce, and externally, we’re 
about putting our clients in a better posi-
tion than where we found them. 

I’ve been asked to share my most im-
portant takeaways from my ongoing 

professional journey. To be sure, these 
concepts inform the way I approach legal 
practice and manage M&R Chicago. 

THE COMPANY YOU KEEP
Be introspective, understand your profes-
sional values, and be unapologetically de-
termined to practice with and for others 
who share them. Focus on the engagement 
of your teams, and the shared commit-
ment to serving as a tool in your clients’ 
successes. That mindset (rather than a fo-
cus on “revenue first”) drives results and, 
with them, client satisfaction. My time at 
M&R has taught me that engaged teams 
lead to satisfied clients, and that revenue 
naturally follows.  

LEARN FROM THOSE WHO INSPIRE
No matter where we are in our careers, 
there are always those around us who can 
serve as extraordinary models and men-
tors. Embrace the opportunity to learn 
from them.

I’m inspired most by changemakers. 
These include a local judge who never 
misses the chance to take promising prac-
titioners under her wing and mentor them, 
treating law as a true apprenticeship by 
developing the next generation of practi-
tioners. I’m regularly buoyed by my part-
ner Sanford Michelman, an unparalleled 
strategist, always willing to bet on himself, 

First Person: A One-Time 
40 Under Forty and 
My Path to the Corner Office

By Seth Darmstadter
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and who repeatedly has bet on me. He has 
taught me, by example, the true execution 
of client service excellence. I draw further 
inspiration from visionary founders—
some I’m lucky enough to call clients and 
friends—who’ve developed industry dis-
ruptive ideas and surrounded themselves 
with professionals like me to help scale 
them. And I’m also moved by people who 
use their platforms to fight for social jus-
tice—those who’ve dedicate themselves 
to doing well by doing good—and by resil-
ient, yet kind, men and women in the legal 
profession who are inclusive and win the  
right way.

RAINMAKING = FREEDOM
I don’t know about “balance,” but business 
developers can successfully achieve work/
life integration. We have the freedom to 
incorporate our family life, our non-work-
hobbies, our loved ones, our non-law firm 
priorities, and lots of joy into our everyday. 

We get to choose our partners, team 
members, clients, cases, and causes. I love 
practicing, teaching, and mentoring in the 
law—perhaps as much as I do because of 
the autonomy allowed by consistent busi-
ness development.

WORK SMART AND GROW
Practicing law is hard, fiercely competitive, 
and all too often, a grind. But grinding isn’t 
growing. A legal career is not about billing 
the most time. It’s about relationships, 
skill-building, decision making, and em-
bracing mistakes. It’s also about counseling 
clients, being counseled by mentors (and 
often by junior lawyers working on our 
teams), pitching, selling, and problem-solv-
ing. Growing M&R nationally, and especially 
building M&R Chicago, we constantly seek 
to add lateral partners and associates who 
want to grow within a structure that en-
courages individuality, diversity of thought, 
and these shared values.

KINDNESS, RESPECT, AND MENTORSHIP
My 40 under Forty nominations included 
cherished letters written by two of my 
heroes—both legends of Chicago’s legal 
community—The Honorable James F. 
Henry, Ret., and Richard A. Devine. These 
two legal lions taught me about friendship, 
mentorship, and made me a better human. 
They taught me to disagree without being 
disagreeable, to relentlessly learn, and to 
pay forward the gifts I received from those 
who came before me, by passing their 
lessons to those coming up in the ranks. 
Hopefully, this piece does just that. I hope 
it resonates. 

Seth Darmstadter is a trusted legal advi-
sor and sought-after commercial litigator 
for top-shelf clients nationwide. He is also 
a crisis management specialist, having guid-
ed companies, large and small, through tu-
multuous and business-threatening events. 
Seth can be contacted at 312-638-5671 or 
sdarmstadter@mrllp.com.
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her share of the $9,626 used to
purchase the credit.

The 3rd District Appellate
Court, in a split decision issued
Feb. 20, reversed Hauptman’s
r uling.

Writing for the 3rd District ma-
jority, Justice William E. Holdridge
wrote that “to the extent that a
pension benefit is a marital asset,
any enhancement in value ob-
tained during the marriage is also
a marital asset subject to appor-
tionment on an equitable basis.”

That Ochoa became eligible for
the enhanced annuity during the
marriage was a key factor, the
majority held.

This is an extraordinary production and
hopefully a forerunner of what we can
come to expect from TimeLine in its future home.”

L AWYERS’ FORUM, PAGE 5

ADRIANNA PITRELLI
apitrelli@lawbulletinmedia.com

SPRINGFIELD — It had been
decades since attorneys from
Ward, Murray, Pace & Johnson P.C.
in Sterling argued a case before
the Illinois Supreme Court.

But last week, the firm went
back-to-back in Springfield.

Timothy B. Zollinger and Paul A.
Osborn each argued separate cas-
es in front of the top court Sept.
19.

Osborn handled the appeal for
client Frank Ochoa Jr. in In re
Marriage of Louise Zamudio, a
case originally from Whiteside
County that questions how pur-
chased service credits on a state
employee’s pension should be

factored into marital property
during a divorce.

Ochoa was on active military
duty from 1974 to 1980 and start-
ed work for the Illinois State Po-
lice in 1989. He got married in
2000. His wife, Louise Zamudio,
filed for divorce in 2014.

Ochoa purchased 48 months of
military service credit in 2004 and
2008 to enhance his State Re-
tirement Systems pension. He
and Zamudio disagreed on how
much of Ochoa’s pension was
marital.

In April 2016, then 14th Judicial
Circuit Judge John L. Hauptman
determined the service credit was
nonmarital property, but required
Ochoa to reimburse Zamudio for

Pay earned
despite void
school pact
Quantum meruit

Because the contracts that
school officials signed with Re-
store Construction and Restore
Restoration after fire damaged
Proviso East High School in 2014
were void ab initio — based on
the school board’s failure to com-
ply with the Illinois School Code’s
voting and bidding requirements
— a Cook County judge ruled that
the contractors were not entitled
to the alternative remedy of quan-
tum meruit.

But the Illinois Appellate Court
reversed, because precedent on
contracts implied by law support-
ed the plaintiffs’ claim for more
than $1.4 million.

The defendant relied on prece-
dent “from the early 1900s,” but
“more recent case law than that
cited by the Proviso board es-
tablishes that a municipal entity
may be sued under the equitable
theory of a contract implied in law
even when the proper proce-
dures for incurring contractual
debt were not followed,” the 1st
District explained.

“The parties have not cited, and
we have not found, any case that
holds that recovery under quan-
tum meruit is barred where the
intended contract with a munic-
ipal unit has been determined to
be void ab initio. We decline to
make such a holding for the first
time here.” Restore Construction
Co. v. Board of Education of
Proviso Township High Schools
District 209, 2019 IL App (1st)
181580 (June 28, 2019).

Here are highlights of Justice
Maureen E. Connors’ opinion
(with light editing and omissions
not noted):

Although the terms “contract
implied in law” and “contract

High court gets lawyer doubleheader
One case on pensions credits in divorce, the other on a stray cow

JANET MCCONNAUGHEY
Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS — After the dis-
missal of the “Nola No-call” lawsuit
against the NFL was cited by attor-
neys for the Roman Catholic
Church in a sex abuse case, a New
Orleans Saints fan said he has
changed his mind and is not drop-
ping his lawsuit after all.

Antonio Le Mon, an attorney as
well as a Saints fan, sued the NFL
over game officials’ failure to call an
obvious penalty at a crucial point in
a January playoff game against the
Los Angeles Rams.

The Louisiana Supreme Court
ruled against him and he said he

wouldn’t take it farther. Now he’s
asked the court to reverse itself. His
motion, filed Sept. 16, contends
that the ruling isn’t based in state or
federal law but in English common
law from three-quarters of a cen-
tury ago.

He said in an email Thursday that
he changed his mind after the
Catholic Church cited the NFL de-
cision in a request to dismiss a suit
against church officials over al-
leged sexual abuse by a defrocked
deacon.

“The ink was barely dry on that
NFL dismissal when the [c]hurch’s
attorneys grabbed that ruling and
asked the Louisiana Supreme

Court to dismiss the molestation
case of John Doe,” he said in the
email. “It troubles our group
enough to ask the Louisiana
Supreme Court to ask that it recon-
sider its NOLA ‘No Call’ r uling
granting the NFL such tort immu-
n i t y. ”

Le Mon’s lawsuit alleged fraud
and sought damages over game of-
ficials’ failure to flag a blatant penal-
ty: a Rams player’s helmet-to-hel-
met hit on a Saints receiver while a
pass was on the way. The lack of a
penalty call for pass interference or
roughness helped the Rams beat
the Saints and advance to the Super
Bowl.

A state district judge and a three-
judge appeals panel had said the
suit belonged in state court but the
Supreme Court overruled them
and threw out the lawsuit, finding
that buying a ticket bought fans on-
ly “the right of entry and a seat at
the game.”

Judges and juries shouldn’t be
“second-guessing the decision tak-
en by a professional sports league
purportedly enforcing its own
r ules,” the opinion says. The
Catholic Church cited that state-
ment in a motion to end a lawsuit
filed last year by a man who says

On further review, lawyer appeals NFL no-call ruling

Paul A. Osborn (left) and Timothy B. Zollinger (right), each attorneys with Ward, Murray, Pace & Johnson P.C. in Sterling,
argued back-to-back cases before the Illinois Supreme Court on Sept. 19. The 16-person firm has operated in northwest
Illinois since 1862. Video screenshots from illinoiscourts.gov
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Judge bars
DOJ from
conditions
on funding
Case involves local
cooperation with
immigration agents

PATRICIA MANSON
pmanson@lawbulletinmedia.com

A federal judge on Thursday
permanently enjoined the U.S.
Justice Department from with-
holding public safety money from
the city of Evanston and about 350
other municipalities if they refuse
to help enforce immigration law.

In a written opinion, U.S. Dis-
trict Judge Harry D. Leinenweber
held the Trump administration
violated federal law and the U.S.
Constitution by placing condi-
tions on the receipt of funds from
the Edward Byrne Memorial Jus-
tice Assistance Grant.

The conditions are aimed at
so-called sanctuary cities, juris-
dictions that limit their coop-
eration with the federal govern-
ment’s enforcement of civil im-
migration law.

Sanctuary cities refuse to turn
over for deportation undocu-
mented immigrants not suspect-
ed of serious crimes.

The conditions enjoined by
Leinenweber would require po-
lice to give Immigration and Cus-
toms Enforcement agents ad-
vance notice before a noncitizen
is released from custody and to
allow those agents unrestricted
access to police stations and lock-
ups.

Other conditions would require

TRIAL
NOTEBOOK
STEVEN P. GARMISA
Hoey & Farina

sgar misa@hoeyfarina.com

3 Taft hires associate / Michael Best hires senior
counsel / Seyfarth Shaw hires partner
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While there was mention of remote work-
ing in the comments above, these women 
also provided us with a separate Top Ten 
list of basic reminders for attorneys prac-
ticing in our “new normal” or hybrid and 
remote work:

10.  Out of sight, Out of Mind.
If you would normally attend a meeting in 
person, you should have your screen on to 
demonstrate your attention and focus on 
the topic at hand.  

9.  There is no such thing as a 
dumb question.
Working remotely makes it harder to ask 
those quick questions, but make the effort 
to reach out and find the best way to com-
municate with others, so those questions 
can be answered.

8.  Hot Potato is for the 
playground.
Throwing a project into someone else’s lap 
that does not reflect your best work will 
not earn you any points.

7.  Raise your hand.
Don’t forget that participating in organi-
zations, getting leadership experience and 
helping with firm service is still part of your 
job and is critical for your development. 

6.  Can you hear me now?
Obtain all the resources to work seamless-
ly—this means reliable WIFI and phone 
service, a high powered printer/scanner 
and an overnight dropbox.

Advice from Past ’40 under Forty’ Recipients—

      The 10 Year Refresh

Ten years ago, several attorneys recognized as “40 Illinois Attorneys Under Forty 
to Watch” from the Coalition of Women’s Initiatives In Law provided advice to 

their younger selves.  With another decade of legal practice behind them and having 
survived the end of a recession, a pandemic, unprecedented hiring, the Great Resig-
nation and the overturn of Roe v. Wade, we asked this group for their updated advice.  
 Here is what they had to offer:

LESLEE COHEN
Partner, All Rise Legal Counsel 
10 years into running my own firm, I’ve 
learned that business development 
through networking is a must from Day 1 
of lawyering and is actually enjoyable!  
What this really means is keeping in touch 
with your contacts and continuously mak-
ing new ones.  Golf and charity dinners are 
not necessary for a thriving practice—you 
just need to form close relationships with 
referral partners.  Having your own clients 
gives you the freedom to chart your own 
career course, whether succeeding at a 
larger firm or taking the incredibly fulfill-
ing leap as I did.

NICOLE AUERBACK 
Partner, ElevateNext Law  
My advice is:

1. Be kind to others (and yourself). So 
much of what we do can be done 
effectively without being uncivil to 
others. 

2. Take risks. You are more likely to re-
gret inaction than action. Innovation 
only occurs if people take risks. 

3. It’s a journey, not a sprint. Start or-
ganizations like the Coalition. The re-
wards are immeasurable.

ANGELA ELBERT 
Partner, Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg LLP
Ten years ago, imagining a worldwide 
crisis that isolated everyone would have 
been inconceivable. Because we are pro-
fessional service providers, the most cru-
cial advice we can heed is to continuously 
connect, reconnect, and re-establish. At-
tend virtual conferences or meet online to 
cultivate neglected relationships. Propose 
writing or speaking with clients or pros-
pects to re-engage with them profoundly. 
Volunteer in your community and profes-
sion to foster your own leadership roles. 
Try to make up for lost time by investing in 
yourself and your career as we reemerge 
from this pandemic.

If I knew then 
what I know now.
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5.  Dress for success.
Take note of your audience, a court ap-
pearance or meeting to dress profession-
ally and appropriately for the occasion.

4.  Stay Current.
Stay on top of current changes in the law, 
so you can counsel clients and address 
topics that are on their mind.

3.  Out of Office.
Communicate your plans for vacation 
or time away, so that others can adjust 
expectations.

2.  Your mother does not 
work here.
Take responsibility for your legal career.  
No one else has the same interest in your 
success as you do.

1.  That was easy (or was it).
Hitting send is easy, but think before you 
send a message.  Think about how to send 
the message, what method to use to con-
vey your message and even when to send 
your message.

*The Coalition of Women’s Initiatives 
in Law is comprised of law firm and in-
house counsel members with chapters in 
Chicago, New York and Washington D.C.  
This organization offers programming fo-
cused on networking and leadership for 
the advancement of female attorneys.   
www.thewomenscoalition.com

KATHY MALAMIS   
Vice President, Division Associate 
General Counsel, Life, Accident & 
Health, Zurich North America 
Embrace change. Stepping outside your 
comfort zone provides career growth. 
Take smart risks – those with the greatest 
impact do not play it safe.

Networking is critical at all stages of 
your career and your network is one of 
your most valuable assets. Networking 
is a two-way street, so deliberately and 
thoughtfully connect and make introduc-
tions for others. My best networking ex-
periences have been through leadership 
positions in professional and non-profit 
organizations.

Finally, there are a lot of good lawyers 
out there.  Differentiate yourself by tak-
ing the time to understand your client’s 
business and by making smart risk/reward 
decisions.

MARGO WOLF O’DONNELL
Partner, Benesch
We all know that building and maintaining 
a book of business is the key to success in a 
law firm. My own experiences have taught 
me again and again that I need to take 
full advantage of my own opportunities-- 
formal and informal networks, staying up 
to date on developments in my practice 
area, continually seeking new credentials. 
These efforts set the stage for success. 
Providing value to my clients in my work 
also is critical. At the same time, as law 
firm attorneys, we must choose every day 
to take risks, by looking for opportunities 
and picking up the phone or sending the 
email to a potential client.  Risk-taking op-
erates on a larger scale at particular junc-
tures in a career. Mid-career can be the 
ideal time to tackle a challenging role on a 
case or in a firm leadership role. But these 
kinds of experiences are only available to 
lawyers willing to leave the safety of the 
status quo.

MARCIA OWENS
Partner, Honigman LLP
Add value. The practice of law is not a 
game of Jeopardy—it is not how quick 
you hit the buzzer, but whether you an-
swer the question in a way that provides 
the client with something more than they 
already knew. The value of a lawyer is in 
thoughtful consideration, analysis, re-
search, preparation and experience.  Too 
often, lawyers try to sell their services by 
being “fast” or “more up to date” than 
their (typically older) counterparts.  Us-
ing these phrases to define yourself may 
score some quick wins, but it may also 
cost you the respect of seasoned clients 
and colleagues who recognize that there 
is no fast forward button on thought-
ful legal counsel. Be humble, listen, ask 
questions and take a rookie spot on the 
team—those more senior attorneys may 
be a little slower, but they have many 
more laps under their belt.
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

AGE
34 

FIRM
Berger Schatz 

LAW SCHOOL 
Chicago-Kent  
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Family law

She is extremely 
diligent and has  
a keen eye for 
finding hidden 
gems in discovery”

Erica Bernstein, an attorney at Chi-
cago’s preeminent family law firm, 

Berger Schatz, provides an unmatched 
level of service to her clients. Fellow at-
torneys and judges describe Bernstein as 
diligently prepared, notably articulate, and 
a prowess in the courtroom.

Her colleagues note that she has an un-
wavering ability to remain concise, com-
mitted, and level-headed during emotion-
al conversations - characteristics that can 
be attributed to much of her success.

“Erica has an uncanny ability to diffuse 
heated conversations between lawyers 
by reminding everyone that it’s OK to be 
passionate, but the legal battles are not 
about the lawyers. It’s about the litigants,” 
Shawn Bersson, senior partner with  
Chicago’s Katz & Stefani, LLC said. “She is 
extremely diligent and has a keen eye for 
finding hidden gems in discovery.”

This diligence and understanding are 
key factors that have led her to success 
in the most complex of cases. She works 
tirelessly to discover even the smallest of 
details that can transform cases. For ex-
ample, in one hotly contested case she 
uncovered several unauthorized transfers 
in her client’s account. This evidence was 
crucial in helping support her client’s case 
and land a just result.  

“These results are not rare for Bern-
stein. She is so well-organized and pas-
sionate about earning the best results for 
her clients,” Berrson said.

Those who work with Bernstein are not 
surprised by these results. A sitting Judge, 
who she frequently appears in front of, 
noted that she approaches even the most 
complex cases with a level of thoughtful-
ness beyond her years.

The Judge pointed to a child-support 
case that involved many years of income 
analysis, she presented her discoveries in 
a clear and concise manner. “Through the 
use of demonstrative exhibits and testi-
mony, she skillfully and directly brought 
information to the forefront that may 
have otherwise been lost in thousands of 
pages of documents,” the Judge said. “It is 
apparent she cares about her clients who 
are experiencing a difficult time.”

In addition to building a thriving fami-
ly law practice at a young age, Bernstein 
has served as the Co-Chair of the Chicago 
Bar Association’s Young Lawyers Section 
Family Law Committee for the past four 
terms, organizing CLE’s and other pro-
grams that educate and give back to the 
law community. With Bernstein serving as 
co-chair, in the summer of 2022, the Fam-
ily Law Committee received the David C. 
Hilliard Award for Outstanding Commit-
tee Service. She also served as a legislative 
liaison for the Chicago Bar Association, 
representing and voting on behalf of the 
Young Lawyers Section Family Law Com-
mittee for proposed changes to all prac-
tices of law.

ERICA BERNSTEIN
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

AGE
33 

FIRM
JPMorgan Chase & Co. 

LAW SCHOOL 
University of Illinois 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Commercial litigation

Lisa’s profession-
alism and candor 
to clients, opposing 
counsel, and the 
Court is second  
to none”

Earning the trust of her colleagues and 
clients has never been a challenge 

for commercial litigation specialist Lisa 
Bradley. Even during the earliest days of 
her legal career, Bradley's peers trusted 
her to handle court hearings, depositions 
and settlement conferences. During these 
early days, Bradley efficiently juggled 
more than 50 cases at any given time. 

And as Bradley gained more experi-
ence, she took on more complex cases, 
representing major lenders and govern-
ment-sponsored entities in high-stakes 
litigation.

Why have so many entrusted Bradley 
to handle these complicated cases during 
a relatively still young career? It’s her skill, 
legal knowledge and commitment to her 
clients. No one outworks Bradley, and few 
can equal her ability to uncover the key 
issues in a case and use that knowledge to 
best serve her clients. 

Today, Bradley focuses her practice on 
general and commercial aviation litigation 
and transactional matters. She is currently 
representing clients in one of the world's 
largest aviation litigation cases. Most re-
cently, she earned a favorable decision for 
a client in a Title VII matter in the Eastern 
District of Michigan.

Adam Codilis, president and attorney 
at law with Codilis & Associates in Burr 
Ridge, Illinois, said that Bradley boasts all 
the skills needed to become a star in Chi-
cago's legal world. 

"In her tenure at my firm, I was consis-
tently impressed with Lisa's work prod-
uct, her firm grasp and efficient research 
on the legal issues in any given case, her 

poise in the courtroom and the ease with 
which she balances professionalism and 
familiarity in communications with cli-
ents and other counsel, all while juggling 
a heavy caseload," Codilis said. 

Bradley hasn't let any obstacles inter-
fere with her dedication to the law. In 
2018, she relocated to New York after her 
husband found a new job. She practiced 
contract litigation and appellate work all 
while studying to pass the New York bar. 
Just one month after being sworn into 
this state's bar association, she success-
fully argued her first appellate argument 
in front of the Appellate Division in the 
Second Judicial Department of New York.

Codilis said that as he's continued to 
follow Bradley's career, her talents have 
only continued to impress. 

"She was and continues to be dedicat-
ed to her clients as well as her ethical re-
sponsibilities," Codilis said. "Lisa's profes-
sionalism and candor to clients, opposing 
counsel and the court is second to none."

Despite her busy career, Bradley has 
found time to serve her profession. She 
is a member of several bar associations, 
including the American Bar Association, 
Illinois State Bar Association, Chicago Bar 
Association, New York State Bar and the 
Women's Bar Association of Illinois. 

Bradley also gives back to her com-
munity. She is a supporter of the Mercy 
House for Boys and Girls, the Catch-A-
Dream Foundation and the Hole in the 
Wall Gang Camp, which she raised money 
for while running the New York City Mar-
athon. Bradley also sponsors children in 
Kenya through World Vision.

LISA BRADLEY
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

Monica is a 
tremendous trial 
attorney”

AGE
35

FIRM
Johnson and Bell

LAW SCHOOL
University of Illinois 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Municipal liability,  
class action

“
Monica Burkoth, despite her young  

age, has already established a 
strong track record of earning winning 
results while defending municipalities, 
law enforcement officers and security 
personnel in civil rights, class action and 
prison litigation cases. 

How strong of a record? Burkoth has 
brought more than 45 jury trials to ver-
dict, including serving on the trial team 
that secured a defense verdict in a wrong-
ful death case against the City of that 
stemmed from an officer-involved shoot-
ing. In that case, the decedent’s estate 
sought damages of up to $25 million. 

And that is only one example. Burkoth 
has already notched several victories in 
high-profile cases and is known through-
out the city as one of the fiercest advo-
cates for her clients. No one outworks 
Burkoth, and no one has a better under-
standing and knowledge of the law.

“Monica is a tremendous trial attorney, 
who has a unique ability to understand the 
law to meet the needs of her clients and 
win cases,” said Theresa Carney, with Rock 
Fusco Connelly LLC. “She has successfully 
defended cases in both state and federal 
court and has an excellent record in ob-
taining favorable jury verdicts, dismissals 
and summary judgment rulings.”

Results like these are why Burkoth’s 
clients keep coming back to her, and why 
her peers recognize this young attorney 
as one of the top municipal law specialists 
in the city.

“I have had an opportunity to watch 
Monica try multiple cases, most recently 
in federal court. Her demeanor is engag-
ing and extremely likable,” said Allyson 
West, attorney with Chicago’s Hale & 
Monico. “When you watch her, you can 
tell that the jury not only respects her but 
believes her. She is a passionate advocate 
for her client.”

Burkoth is not only a great trial attor-
ney but a skilled and persuasive writer as 
well.  She has successfully obtained sum-
mary judgment on behalf of her clients 
in a variety of different cases throughout 
her career.  Burkoth has also helped earn 
favorable and early resolution of a num-
ber of cases, including a class action law-
suit filed against the County by detainees 
at the Cook County Jail. 

“Monica is a zealous advocate on behalf 
of her clients,” said Greta Powell, attorney 
with Smith Blake Hill. “She is passionate 
about her practice area. Monica is a nat-
ural in the courtroom. She knows the law 
and can connect with the jury in a mean-
ingful way. This combination is powerful 
and makes her a strong advocate on be-
half of her clients.”

In addition to being a dynamic attor-
ney, Burkoth redefines the definition of 
work-life balance. A mother to two boys 
under the age of two years old, Burkoth 
manages to make it look easy. She hopes 
to show her children that they too can live 
their lives with both passion and purpose.   

MONICA BURKOTH
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

AGE
39

FIRM
Sidley Austin LLP

LAW SCHOOL 
University of Illinois 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Class actions and 
commercial litigation 
and disputes

She is for all lawyers 
a model of integrity, 
professionalism 
and devotion to  
her clients”

A sk Kathleen Carlson’s peers and they   
will tell you: There are few lawyers 

they would rather be in the trenches with 
than this commercial litigation pro. 

Consider Alexis Dunton, Executive Di-
rector and Assistant General Counsel at 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. She worked with 
Carlson at Sidley Austin for nearly six 
years. The pair spent many long days, and 
several all-nighters, on high-stress litiga-
tion cases. Dunton credits Carlson with 
showing her what first-rate client service 
and legal advice looks like. 

Dunton points to one fast-paced and 
high-stakes merger litigation in which she 
and Carlson had to file two reply briefs 
in less than 24 hours. “I recall not only 
Kathleen’s consistently calm demeanor, 
but also how well she managed every-
one on the team through that experience 
and made sure that we were set up for 
success,” Dunton said. The result of this 
hard work? Carlson’s team defeated the 
motion set for hearing that day and ulti-
mately succeeded in obtaining a complete 
dismissal of the case.

“Her legal work is not only exceptional, 
she is for all lawyers a model of integri-
ty, professionalism and devotion to her 
clients,” said William Conlon, chairman of 
the City of Chicago Board of Ethics, me-
diator with the Chicago Bar Association 
Mediation Service, and a retired Sidley 
partner who previously served as Sidley’s 
General Counsel and as a member of the 
Executive Committee.

With such a successful record, it is not 
surprising that clients turn to Carlson to 

handle the biggest legal issues. For exam-
ple, Carlson defended a Fortune 50 com-
pany in an employment-related dispute 
brought by the company’s former chief 
financial officer, which settled on terms 
favorable to Carlson’s client. She also 
represented Elaine Wynn in high-profile 
litigation against Steve Wynn and Wynn 
Resorts.

As her peers say, Carlson is not only a 
consummate professional, she also rou-
tinely produces outstanding results. 

David Graham, retired Sidley partner, 
worked with Carlson on a high-profile se-
curities fraud case for a corporate client 
that had previously spent years defend-
ing an earlier securities fraud matter. The 
client dreaded the thought of becoming 
embroiled again in expensive, time-con-
suming litigation. 

Carlson served as the lead for this case, 
and thanks to her work, the case was dis-
missed in its entirety early in the litigation. 
Carlson then convinced the plaintiffs to 
forego appealing the dismissal. 

“Kathleen was never daunted or in-
timidated by the complexity of a matter, 
much less by our adversaries,” Graham 
said. “Instead, she would simply go ahead 
and master all the facts and law, and then 
display that mastery in everything she 
did. Even when she was quite junior, she 
displayed a quiet confidence and that got 
communicated to our clients and to our 
opponents. Woe to the opponent who 
thought they were about to take advan-
tage of a more junior attorney!”

KATHLEEN CARLSON
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

AGE
36

FIRM
Riley Safer Holmes  
& Cancila LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Loyola University 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Government 
enforcement, white 
collar criminal defense, 
investigations, 
commercial disputes 
& litigation, appellate 
practice

Kalia is in a league 
of her own, truly 
a remarkable 
attorney”

“

KALIA COLEMAN

During her legal career, Kalia Coleman 
has litigated more than 100 bench 

trials and several jury trials. This caseload, 
though, has not prevented Coleman from 
donating countless hours to her profes-
sion -- most notably with the Black Wom-
en Lawyers’ Association of Greater Chica-
go, Inc. (the “BWLA”) -- and serving as a 
role model to African American women 
seeking a career in law. 

It’s why her peers so often refer to 
Coleman as a leader in her profession. 

“Kalia is in a league of her own, truly 
a remarkable attorney,” said Amber Ben-
nett, an attorney with Chicago’s Mayer 
Brown. “She is compassionate, dedicated 
and extremely hard-working. She goes 
above and beyond.”

This has been evident since Coleman 
started her legal career at the Cook 
County State’s Attorney’s Office. There, 
not only did Coleman litigate hundreds 
of bench trials, but she also argued three 
jury trials.

This success led to Coleman’s next 
move, with the U.S. Attorney’s Office. 
While an Assistant U.S. Attorney, Coleman 
litigated four jury trials, argued three ap-
peals, and was promoted to Deputy Chief 
of the General Crimes Division. 

Coleman has investigated and tried cases 
related to various areas of the law, including 
narcotics, money laundering, racketeering, 
bank robbery, white collar fraud, aggravat-
ed identity theft, and weapons cases.

Katie Durick, associate general counsel 
with Facebook, said that Coleman has that 
rare ability to handle any legal challenge 
that comes her way. 

“I’ve seen her sometimes in the same 
day move from hard questioning of a co-
operator, dealing with a federal judge and 
defense attorney on a tricky issue involv-
ing ethics, to forcefully advocating for a 
result during an adversarial court hearing,” 
Durick said. “You cannot come in with one 
speed or one skill set to those very differ-
ent situations. The common thread was 
that in each of those situations she acted 
with integrity, skill and grace.”

After enhancing her already strong rep-
utation while at the U.S. Attorney’s Office, 
Coleman moved to the private sector, 
joining the firm of Riley Safer Holmes & 
Cancila LLP as a partner. Coleman serves 
on its Recruiting and Associate Develop-
ment Committee, where she works to 
make sure the firm attracts and retains 
diverse attorneys.

When she served as president of the 
BWLA, Coleman developed programming 
designed to increase the number of black 
women in the legal field. She spearhead-
ed the “Together We Can” event, which 
brought together the BWLA, the Business 
Leadership Council, the Cook County Bar 
Association and the Black Men Lawyers’ 
Association to discuss ways that these 
groups could bring about social and eco-
nomic change in their communities. 

“Kalia is a force for the BWLA,” said a 
Judge, “Kalia was finishing her board term 
when the pandemic hit. Her ability to keep 
the board focused on serving our mem-
bers who were hit hard by the pandemic 
was critical. At a time when we all desper-
ately needed to be affirmed and encour-
aged, Kalia came through.”
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

AGE
38

FIRM
K&L Gates

LAW SCHOOL
Chicago-Kent  
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Intellectual property

She is one of the 
few attorneys 
I regularly 
recommend”

A lexis Crawford Douglas has mastered  
the juggling act: She is a skilled law-

yer who has built a strong intellectual 
property practice, maintaining a book of 
business that would be the envy of law-
yers with far more years in the business. 
She passionately serves her clients, devot-
ing long hours to crafting solutions that 
meet their needs. And she finds time to 
mentor younger lawyers and contribute 
to both her profession and community. 

And Douglas has done this while serv-
ing as a trademark counsel to brands in a 
wide range of industries, including those 
focused on pharmaceutical and medical 
industries. This can be a complex area of 
the law, but Douglas has already shown a 
mastery of it. 

Douglas also routinely assists her cli-
ents with removing infringing content 
from third-party websites and social me-
dia and has earned numerous successful 
transfers of domain names from cyber 
squatters. 

As Margaux Nair, IP counsel with Mars 
Wrigley, says, Douglas has already set 
herself apart in the competitive world of  
IP law. 

“Alexis exercises excellent judgment 
and is very responsive to client needs,” 
Nair said. “She is one of the few attorneys 
I regularly recommend to others when 
needing to handle sensitive or complex in-
tellectual property matters as she can be 
relied upon to provide clear, accurate and 
timely advice.”

One highlight of Douglas’ career? Help-
ing a mother and her child stay in the 
United States and avoid a dire fate in her 

home country. As part of her pro bono 
asylum practice through volunteering 
with National Immigrant Justice Center, 
Douglas has been instrumental in helping 
vulnerable applicants obtain asylum.

Outside the courtroom, Douglas is a 
leader with the Chicago Bar Association, 
where has led some of the largest and 
most important projects for the organiza-
tion. She has served as a member of the 
association’s Executive Leadership team 
for the YLS, in leadership positions in con-
nection with the association’s Women’s 
History Month programming, been elect-
ed to the Board of Managers and most re-
cently appointed to the CBA’s 150th anni-
versary celebration planning committee.

“Over the years, I have watched Alexis 
evolve from an intelligent and promising 
young lawyer to one of the CBA’s stron-
gest ambassadors,” said Jennifer Byrne, 
director of continuing legal education for 
the Chicago Bar Association. “Her com-
mitment to the organized bar is exempla-
ry and she stands out as one of our most 
promising future leaders.”

Tina Pompey, assistant general counsel 
with The Walt Disney Company, said that 
Douglas has the uncanny knack to quickly 
understand her clients’ needs and the le-
gal skills to find solutions that meet them. 

“Alexis has always had a wonderful 
enthusiasm for the practice of IP law,” 
Pompey said. “She is curious, thoughtful 
and hard-working. I admired how she was 
able to secure a position at a large global 
law firm straight out of law school. Over 
the years, I have seen her thrive and grow 
in her role at the firm.”

ALEXIS CRAWFORD DOUGLAS
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

MARY EILEEN CUNNIFF WELLS

AGE
39

FIRM
Miller Shakman  
Levine & Feldman LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Stanford Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Civil rights, professional 
liability, commercial 
litigation

Mary Eileen is a 
truly exceptional 
attorney”

Mary Eileen Cunniff Wells served no-
tice that she was a rising legal star 

early in her career. When she was a junior 
attorney working with the City of Chicago 
Law Department, Wells helped craft Chi-
cago’s lawsuit against the opioid industry. 
This was one of the first lawsuits of its 
kind in the country, and Wells played a key 
role in creating it. 

Wells combined thorough legal analysis 
with a pragmatic approach to problem 
solving to help negotiate the settlement 
of a putative class action challenging the 
city’s procedures for addressing home-
less encampments on the public way. Her 
peers say that Wells’ practical ideas and 
advice resulted in a workable solution for 
both sides and integrated the input and 
interests of multiple stakeholders. 

“Mary Eileen is a truly exceptional at-
torney,” said Andrew Worseck, chief as-
sistant corporation counsel with the City 
of Chicago Law Department. “She is very 
smart and thorough when it comes to 
researching legal issues and formulating 
a legal analysis. But I was even more im-
pressed with her excellent judgment and 
discretion, especially because she was still 
a very junior attorney when she worked at 
the City. She showed wisdom far beyond 
her years.”

Wells has further boosted her reputa-
tion as a top young attorney since moving 
into private practice. At Miller Shakman, 
Wells has represented entities and indi-
viduals in disputes with government over 
constitutional, statutory, and regulatory 
rights, including in a recent case in which 
she successfully argued before the Illinois 
Supreme Court.  She has also had success 

for her clients in commercial litigation 
cases—including a multi-million judgment 
for her client at trial—and in professional 
liability and ethics matters. 

Wells’ peers say that this young attor-
ney is a true advisor to her clients. “Mary 
Eileen is a brilliant lawyer,” said one nom-
inator. “However, what makes her truly 
exceptional, is that she has an incredible 
ability to take complex legal issues and 
drill them down to a couple, concise sen-
tences. It is truly a gift that makes her 
an incredible communicator and valued 
counsel to her clients.”

And the results? They’ve been impres-
sive. It’s why so many clients return to Wells 
whenever they face complex legal issues. 

Ramon Villalpando, with the U.S. Attor-
ney’s Office for the Northern District of 
Illinois, worked with Wells when they both 
clerked for Judge Ruben Castillo. During 
that time, Villalpando said, he saw Wells’ 
impressive legal skills firsthand, including 
in a complex civil rights case. Wells was as-
signed to help Judge Castillo with several 
complicated pre- and post-trial motions. 

“I did not envy Mary Eileen’s assign-
ment,” Villalpando said. “But she handled 
it the way I saw her handle many others: 
with an open mind, a rigorous and thor-
ough examination of the record and ap-
plicable law and cheerful enthusiasm. 
Although I was the ‘senior’ law clerk the 
term we clerked together, I learned a 
great deal from Mary Eileen.”

Outside of her profession, Wells is 
a member of the associate board of 
the Chicago Public Library Foundation 
and the Parent Advisory Committee of  
Frances Xavier Warde School.
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her share of the $9,626 used to

purchase the credit.

The 3rd District Appellate

Court, in a split decision issued

Feb. 20, reversed Hauptman’s

r uling.Writing for the 3rd District ma-

jority, Justice William E. Holdridge

wrote that “to the extent that a

pension benefit is a marital asset,

any enhancement in value ob-

tained during the marriage is also

a marital asset subject to appor-

tionment on an equitable basis.”

That Ochoa became eligible for

the enhanced annuity during the

marriage was a key factor, the

majority held.

This is an extraordinary production and

hopefully a forerunner of what we can

come to expect from TimeLine in its future home.”

L AWYERS’ FORUM, PAGE 5
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SPRINGFIELD —
It had been

decades since
attorneys from

Ward, Murray, Pace & Johnson P.C.

in Sterling argued a case before

the Illinois Supreme Court.

But last week, the firm went

back-to-back in Springfield.

Timothy B. Zollinger and Paul A.

Osborn each argued separate cas-

es in front of the top court Sept.

19.
Osborn handled the appeal for

client Frank Ochoa Jr. in In re

Marriage of Louise Zamudio, a

case originally from Whiteside

County that questions how pur-

chased service credits on a state

employee’s pension should be

factored
into marital property

during a divorce.

Ochoa was on active military

duty from 1974 to 1980 and start-

ed work for the Illinois State Po-

lice in 1989. He got married in

2000. His wife, Louise Zamudio,

filed for divorce in 2014.

Ochoa purchased 48 months of

military service credit in 2004 and

2008 to enhance his State Re-

tirement Systems pension. He

and Zamudio disagreed on how

much of Ochoa’s pension was

marital.In April 2016, then 14th Judicial

Circuit Judge John L. Hauptman

determined the service credit was

nonmarital property, but required

Ochoa to reimburse Zamudio for

Pay earned
despite void

school pact
Quantum meruit

Because
the contracts

that

school officials signed with Re-

store Construction and Restore

Restoration after fire damaged

Proviso East High School in 2014

were void ab initio —
based on

the school board’s failure to com-

ply with the Illinois School Code’s

voting and bidding requirements

— a Cook County judge ruled that

the contractors were not entitled

to the alternative remedy of quan-

tum meruit.
But the Illinois Appellate Court

reversed, because precedent on

contracts implied by law support-

ed the plaintiffs’ claim for more

than $1.4 million.

The defendant relied on prece-

dent “from the early 1900s,” but

“more recent case law than that

cited by the Proviso board es-

tablishes that a municipal entity

may be sued under the equitable

theory of a contract implied in law

even when the proper proce-

dures for incurring contractual

debt were not followed,” the 1st

District explained.

“The parties have not cited, and

we have not found, any case that

holds that recovery under quan-

tum meruit is barred where the

intended contract with a munic-

ipal unit has been determined to

be void ab initio. We decline to

make such a holding for the first

time here.” Restore Construction

Co. v. Board of Education of

Proviso Township High Schools

District 209, 2019 IL App (1st)

181580 (June 28, 2019).

Here are highlights of Justice

Maureen
E. Connors’ opinion

(with light editing and omissions

not noted):
Although the terms “contract

implied in law” and “contract

High court gets lawyer doubleheader

One case on pensions credits in divorce, the other on a stray cow

JANET MCCONNAUGHEY

Associated PressNEW ORLEANS — After the dis-

missal of the “Nola No-call” lawsuit

against the NFL was cited by attor-

neys for the Roman Catholic

Church in a sex abuse case, a New

Orleans Saints fan said he has

changed his mind and is not drop-

ping his lawsuit after all.

Antonio Le Mon, an attorney as

well as a Saints fan, sued the NFL

over game officials’ failure to call an

obvious penalty at a crucial point in

a January playoff game against the

Los Angeles Rams.

The Louisiana Supreme Court

ruled against him and he said he

wouldn’t take it farther. Now he’s

asked the court to reverse itself. His

motion, filed Sept. 16, contends

that the ruling isn’t based in state or

federal law but in English common

law from three-quarters of a cen-

tury ago.He said in an email Thursday that

he changed his mind after the

Catholic Church cited the NFL de-

cision in a request to dismiss a suit

against church officials over al-

leged sexual abuse by a defrocked

deacon.“The ink was barely dry on that

NFL dismissal when the [c]hurch’s

attorneys grabbed that ruling and

asked the Louisiana Supreme

Court to dismiss the molestation

case of John Doe,” he said in the

email. “It troubles our group

enough to ask
the Louisiana

Supreme Court to ask that it recon-

sider its NOLA ‘No Call’ r uling

granting the NFL such tort immu-

n i t y. ”
Le Mon’s lawsuit alleged fraud

and sought damages over game of-

ficials’ failure to flag a blatant penal-

ty: a Rams player’s helmet-to-hel-

met hit on a Saints receiver while a

pass was on the way. The lack of a

penalty call for pass interference or

roughness helped the Rams beat

the Saints and advance to the Super

Bowl.

A state district judge and a three-

judge appeals panel had said the

suit belonged in state court but the

Supreme Court overruled them

and threw out the lawsuit, finding

that buying a ticket bought fans on-

ly “the right of entry and a seat at

the game.”Judges and juries shouldn’t be

“second-guessing the decision tak-

en by a professional sports league

purportedly enforcing its own

r ules,” the
opinion says. The

Catholic Church cited that state-

ment in a motion to end a lawsuit

filed last year by a man who says

On further review, lawyer appeals NFL no-call ruling

Paul A. Osborn (left) and Timothy B. Zollinger (right), each attorneys with Ward, Murray, Pace & Johnson P.C. in Sterling,

argued back-to-back cases before the Illinois Supreme Court on Sept. 19. The 16-person firm has operated in northwest

Illinois since 1862. Video screenshots from illinoiscourts.gov
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Judge bars
DOJ from

conditions
on funding

Case involves local

cooperation with

immigration agents

PATRICIA MANSON

pmanson@lawbulletinmedia.com

A federal judge on Thursday

permanently enjoined the U.S.

Justice Department from with-

holding public safety money from

the city of Evanston and about 350

other municipalities if they refuse

to help enforce immigration law.

In a written opinion, U.S. Dis-

trict Judge Harry D. Leinenweber

held the Trump administration

violated federal law and the U.S.

Constitution by placing condi-

tions on the receipt of funds from

the Edward Byrne Memorial Jus-

tice Assistance Grant.

The conditions are aimed at

so-called sanctuary cities, juris-

dictions that limit their coop-

eration with the federal govern-

ment’s enforcement of civil im-

migration law.
Sanctuary cities refuse to turn

over for deportation undocu-

mented immigrants not suspect-

ed of serious crimes.

The
conditions enjoined

by

Leinenweber would require po-

lice to give Immigration and Cus-

toms Enforcement agents ad-

vance notice before a noncitizen

is released from
custody and to

allow those agents unrestricted

access to police stations and lock-

ups.
Other conditions would require
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2022 ILLINOIS 
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AGE
39

FIRM
Neal Gerber Eisenberg

LAW SCHOOL
Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Labor and  
employment law

Alex is fantastic 
at resolving 
cases early in the 
litigation process”

ALEXIS DOMINGUEZ

A passion for helping others. That’s 
what his peers say has motivated 

Alexis (Alex) Dominguez to become one 
of the top labor and employment law spe-
cialists in Chicago. And it’s that same pas-
sion that has inspired this young attorney 
to devote long hours to both his commu-
nity and his profession. 

Lauren Novak, chief employment coun-
sel with Bedford Park, Illinois-based Cor-
rugated Supplies Company, worked with 
Dominguez when the pair were both at 
Schiff Hardin. When Novak became in-
house counsel with Corrugated Supplies 
Company, she didn’t hesitate to choose 
Dominguez to represent her company on 
complicated legal matters. 

“I quickly realized that Alex was an  
excellent labor and employment attor-
ney with a passion for helping others,”  
Novak said. 

The first case that the pair worked on 
was an employment arbitration that re-
quired hundreds of hours of document 
review and several written motions and 
briefs. Dominguez and Novak prevailed 
in the case after five days of hearings, in 
large part, Novak said, because of Domin-
guez’s hard work and diligence. 

“That same work ethic was reflected in 
all of the matters that I had the opportuni-
ty to work with Alex on,” Novak said. 

Daniel Raspatello, assistant general 
counsel at the Chicago office of ABM, said 
that Dominguez focuses on guiding his 
clients to the best results in the most effi-
cient and cost-effective manner. 

“Alex is fantastic at resolving cases 
early in the litigation process,” Raspatello 
said. “He understands how to use the dis-
covery process to put his client in position 

to achieve a desirable settlement or put 
his client in a strong position should the 
case go to trial.”

While Dominguez has been busy build-
ing his employment law career, he’s also 
found time to support organizations 
such as Chicago Volunteer Legal Services,  
Esperanza Community Services, and Equip 
for Equality, a Chicago non-profit that 
supports the civil rights of people with 
disabilities. 

Olga Pribyl, vice president of special 
education and pro bono for Equip for 
Equality’s Special Education Clinic, points 
to Dominguez’s work representing the 
mother of a student in the Chicago Pub-
lic Schools. The parent’s child had been 
diagnosed with ADHD, and she had not 
been able to obtain an evaluation for 
special education and services for him 
for more than two years. During this 
time, her child’s in-school behavior was  
worsening, resulting in several out-of-
school suspensions. 

Despite resistance from Chicago 
Public Schools, Dominguez obtained a 
much-needed evaluation for the student, 
one that revealed the difficulties he was 
facing both academically and emotional-
ly. Dominguez also pushed for an educa-
tion plan that addressed these concerns. 
Thanks to this work, Pribyl said, the  
student entered seventh grade with a  
plan that placed him on a path toward  
academic success. 

“Alex takes the time to listen to fami-
lies and provide them with critical legal 
advice and information,” Pribyl said. “His 
advice has directly impacted the educa-
tion that children with disabilities receive 
at school.”
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

AGE
39 

FIRM
Much Shelist, P.C.

LAW SCHOOL
Chicago-Kent  
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Government wealth 
transfer and succession 
planning

Grace under 
pressure”

JULI DREIFUSS

Trust matters for attorneys who work 
with high-net-worth individuals. After 

all, these clients are asking their lawyers 
to oversee significant wealth. Juli Dreifuss, 
a wealth transfer and succession planning 
expert with Much Shelist, has more than 
earned this trust. 

Since joining Much Shelist in the sum-
mer of 2012, Dreifuss has steadily built a 
growing roster of repeat clients. There’s 
a reason for this: Dreifuss has demon-
strated impressive skills in working on the 
often-sensitive financial matters that her 
wealthy clients face. 

Greg Mann, member of the manage-
ment committee of Much Shelist, has 
worked closely with Dreifuss throughout 
her career. He says that it didn’t take long 
for Dreifuss to impress her colleagues. 

“Immediately upon joining our firm, 
Juli became an integral and highly valued 
member of our client team,” Mann said. 
“Over the ensuing decade, Juli’s abilities 
as an attorney and her skill in working with 
high-net-worth individuals, families and 
their fiduciaries on highly sensitive mat-
ters has continued to grow exponentially.”

Dreifuss faced a challenge immediately 
after arriving at Much Shelist. At this time, 
certain large gift-tax exemptions included 
in Pres. Obama’s 2010 Tax Relief Act were 
set to expire after a two-year window. Al-
though Dreifuss had only been practicing 
law for a few years, she hit the ground, as 
Mann says, sprinting. 

Dreifuss prepared countless docu-
ments during this time, Mann said. And 
she developed and presented to Much 
Shelist leaders several sophisticated tech-
niques and solutions to help the firm’s cli-
ents reach their goals during this period 

of uncertainty. The Much Shelist team ad-
opted many of these strategies, increasing 
their ability to provide customized solu-
tions to their clients.

Today? Dreifuss is skillfully handling an-
other challenge for her clients. This time, 
it’s the potential expiration of several gift-
tax and estate-tax exemptions that were 
made available during the prior presiden-
tial administration. 

“Once again, Juli is rising to the chal-
lenge,” Mann said. “She has developed 
nuanced and sophisticated techniques in-
volving grantor-retained annuity trusts, in-
tentionally defective grantor trusts and oth-
er wealth-transfer options that help clients 
preserve assets and minimize tax exposure 
while achieving clearly defined objectives.”

While Dreifuss has earned praise from 
her colleagues for her technical skills, 
they also cite the empathy she has for 
her clients and her passion for finding 
the best solutions to their financial chal-
lenges. Serving high-net-worth individuals 
requires attorneys to navigate often-del-
icate family dynamics. Dreifuss displays a 
true talent in this area, her colleagues say. 

“Time and again, my colleagues and I 
have received feedback from clients prais-
ing Juli’s availability, responsiveness and 
grace under pressure,” Mann said. 

Despite building a busy career, Dreifuss 
has found time to serve her community 
and profession. She is a member of the 
Chicago Community Trust Young Pro-
fessional Advisory Committee and has 
helped incorporate several animal-welfare 
organizations. As a result of these efforts, 
the Animal Legal Defense Fund award-
ed Dreifuss its Animal Law Pro Bono 
Achievement Award.
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Congratulations 
to our associate

Jordan Rice
on being named one 

of 40 Under Forty 
Attorneys to Watch

“  Brilliant lawyers with 

courtroom savvy.” 
 
— Benchmark Litigation



CONGRATULATIONS
MALLORY A. MORENO
40 UNDER 40 TO WATCH

HONOREE

Mallory Moreno, a Certified Elder Law Attorney (CELA), is passionate about  

advocating on behalf of the aging population and individuals with disabilities, many 

of whom are unable to speak for themselves. Her extensive experience helping her 

clients find a sense of peace during their moments of crisis is what Mallory finds the 

most rewarding about the practice of law.

mmoreno@chuhak.com
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ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

“

MATTHEW ELSTER

AGE
39

FIRM
Beermann LLP

LAW SCHOOL
University of Notre 
Dame Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Family law and civil 
appeals

Respect. It’s what Matthew Elster, a 
family law attorney with Chicago law 

firm Beermann, has earned from both his 
clients and fellow attorneys. 

Elster is passionately devoted to his 
clients, logging long hours to help them 
reach the best resolutions. Like all skilled 
family law specialists, Elster understands 
that emotions run high in this field and 
that his clients are working through chal-
lenging situations. Trust is important, and 
Elster earns it by being honest with his 
clients, explaining the law to them clearly 
and fighting for them relentlessly. 

His fellow attorneys respect Elster, too, 
saying that no one is better prepared, 
boasts a deeper understanding of fam-
ily law or works harder than this young 
attorney. 

Matt is the ultimate straight shooter,” 
said Chicago attorney Myra Foutris. “I’m 
always glad when I see his name on an 
appearance filed in one of my appeals be-
cause I know that the briefs he’ll file will be 
well-written, appropriate and reasonable.” 

Count Chicago attorney Grace Rohan 
as another legal veteran who appreci-
ates Elster’s talents. She and Elster were 
once co-workers, and the two currently 
have cases together. Rohan trusts Elster 
enough that she routinely refers him  
appeal work. 

Rohan says that she has seen Elster 
argue complex legal positions with ease. 
He also boasts strong writing skills, some-
thing proven by his carefully written ap-
pellate briefs.

“Matt is exceptionally smart,” Rohan 
said. “He retains a wide knowledge of 
case law and is the go-to person for me 

for questions when I am unfamiliar with a 
pleading or practice area within family law.”

Chicago attorney Jessica Boike says 
that Elster has that rare ability to outline 
an appellate brief and highlight the main 
issues of a case within minutes. How does 
he do this? Boike points to the depth and 
breadth of Elster’s knowledge of family law. 

And when he’s not earning superior 
results for his clients, Elster finds time to 
mentor younger attorneys. 

“He is always lending a helping hand 
to his colleagues at his firm, outside of 
his firm and within his community,” Boi-
ke said. “He is always willing to share his 
knowledge and insight and brainstorm 
creative solutions and arguments, when 
applicable.”

Even while building his practice, Elster 
has served his profession and communi-
ty. He has taken on multiple leadership 
roles with the Appellate Lawyers Associa-
tion, including a stint on the association’s 
board of directors, and currently serves as 
a committee chair for Cases Pending.

Jennifer Enloe, partner at Schiller 
DuCanto & Fleck, said that Elster’s suc-
cess is no surprise. She worked with Elster 
at Beermann for five years and saw just 
how respected he was at the firm. 

“Matt was identified early on by the 
firm’s senior members as an attorney who 
possessed wisdom and skills beyond his 
years,” Enloe said. “Matt was often staffed 
on complex and heavily litigated cases 
where he added tremendous skill, hard 
work and was an integral part of a case’s 
success. Matt has often been the unsung 
hero integral to the success of high-pro-
file cases.”

Go-to person for 
me for questions 
when I am 
unfamiliar with  
a pleading or 
practice area 
within family law”
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Dussias Wittenberg 
Koenigsberger LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Chicago-Kent College 
of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Family law

MEGAN GIESELER

Her gentle 
demeanor and 
compassion, make 
Megan one of  
the greatest 
attorneys I’ve ever 
worked with on a 
divorce matter”

Fierce, competent and skilled. These 
are the words that her peers use to 

describe Megan Gieseler, a rising star in 
the family law field at Chicago’s Dussias 
Wittenberg Koenigsberger LLP. 

These peers point to Gieseler’s deep 
understanding of the law, devotion to her 
clients and ability to craft creative, and 
winning, arguments as the reasons behind 
her success at such a young age. They 
also say that Gieseler has already become 
one of the best family law attorneys in the 
Chicago area, and that they expect even 
more success from this young attorney in 
the future. 

Rebecca Krawczykowski, a family law at-
torney with Fay, Farrow & Associates, has 
both known Gieseler as opposing coun-
sel and as a fellow board member of the  
DuPage Association of Women Lawyers. 
She says that few family law attorneys 
possess both the legal skills and empathy 
for her clients that Gieseler combines. 

“I was so impressed with Megan’s skills 
that I asked her to be co-counsel with me 
on a divorce matter,” Krawczykowski said. 
“Her addition to the team has produced 
excellent results.”

An example of Giseler’s creativity? One 
nominator pointed to a divorce case in 
which she suggested a four-way confer-
ence with the goal of reaching a settle-
ment. The conference often became a 
heated and emotional one, but Gieseler 
fostered an air of calm and repeatedly 
steered conversations back to the goals 
each side had, helping both parties avoid 
a costly trial. 

“Megan possesses outstanding qual-
ities that help her to fervently represent 

her client,” said Michon Stuttley, attorney 
and parter with The Stuttley Law Group. 
“She is extremely thorough, as well as 
knowledgeable in her field of work. Her 
gentle demeanor and compassion, make 
Megan one of the greatest attorneys I’ve 
ever worked with on a divorce matter. 
Her work ethic is superior to most, which 
pushes me to do my best. Her writing, 
communication and mediation skills are 
stellar, set her apart from the rest. I can 
truly say that I have learned a lot from my 
colleague, Megan Gieseler.”

Anique Drouin, partner with STG Di-
vorce Law, often refers clients with im-
migration issues to Gieseler. Why? She 
knows that Gieseler has the knowledge, 
skills and passion to help them navigate 
a complex system. Drouin also referred a 
case to Gieseler in which a paternal grand-
mother sought to protect her grandchil-
dren. Gieseler helped earn a favorable 
result in court that served that family well, 
Drouin said.

“Megan is an extremely accomplished 
advocate for her clients, passionate in her 
representation and unafraid to handle the 
many complexities found in matrimonial 
law,” Drouin said.

When not advocating for her clients, 
Gieseler is a member of multiple DuPage 
County bar associations. She serves as the 
first vice president of the DuPage Associ-
ation of Women Lawyers, an organization 
that helps promote the interests of wom-
en lawyers. She also offers pro bono legal 
services at the DuPage County Help Desk, 
acting as a pro bono advocate, and assist-
ing with toy drives for families in need.
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BERGER SCHATZ CONGRATULATES

ERICA BERNSTEIN

40 
UNDER 
40

bergerschatz.com
@bergerschatz

ILLINOIS ATTORNEY TO WATCH



Swanson, Martin & Bell, LLP congratu-
lates our partner, Kristine Reveille, on be-
ing named one of the 40 Illinois Attorneys 
Under 40 to Watch. Kristine concentrates 
her practice on the defense of high-risk 
and high-profile medical negligence cas-
es. She efficiently guides clients through 
all stages of complex litigation matters 
from inception to trial. Additionally, she 
represents clients in premises liability and 
personal injury cases across the country. 
Kristine is an avid leader in and out of 
the courtroom. For the last several years, 
Kristine has served as co-chair of the firm’s 
Medical Negligence and Healthcare prac-
tice group and also served as a member 
and mentor of the Recruiting Committee 
and the Summer Associate Committee. 
We are proud of Kristine’s commitment 
and contributions to our clients, firm, and 
legal community.

Kristine Reveille
Swanson, Martin & Bell, LLP

CHICAGO

LISLE

LIBERTYVILLE

MADISON COUNTY

ST. LOUIS

INDIANA

www.smbtrials.com

40 Under 40 
Class of 2022
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Polsinelli

LAW SCHOOL
Southern Illinois 
University Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Real estate law

When I think about 
what kind of lawyer 
I want to be, Kelly is 
the standard”

KELLY GRECO

Exceptional. It’s the word that often 
 pops up when fellow attorneys are 

describing real estate law specialist  
Kelly Greco. 

And why not? Greco is known for work-
ing tirelessly for her clients, always search-
ing for the best possible solution to their 
real estate-related challenges. Greco’s 
peers praise her, too, for her deep under-
standing of her niche, her ability to devel-
op creative solutions for her clients and 
her unwavering ethics. 

Anthony Casaccio, associate general 
counsel with Cresco Labs, has firsthand 
knowledge of Greco’s skills. During the 
last eight years, he’s worked on sever-
al real estate transactions with Greco.  
Today, Greco is Casaccio’s preferred 
outside counsel. He says that there’s no  
other real estate attorney that he’d prefer  
working with. 

“She’s the most responsive and atten-
tive attorney I have worked with,” Casac-
cio said. “She’s practical, knowledgeable 
and incredibly attentive to our company’s 
objectives. She shows exemplary skills on 
a daily basis.”

Greco has built a reputation as an at-
torney who can handle the most complex 
of matters while communicating the chal-
lenges of a case to her clients in a way 
each of these clients can clearly under-
stand. She’s known, too, for her willing-
ness to take on new challenges. Greco’s 
peers say that this attorney never shies 
away from even the most challenging  
of cases.

“When I think about what kind of  
lawyer I want to be, Kelly is the standard,” 
said Holly Galvin, partner with Martensen, 
Niemann & Sorensen. “She’s organized, 
thoughtful, intelligent and kind. She 
somehow handles everything that comes 
her way efficiently and effectively and you 
never see her sweat.”

Throughout her career, Greco has built 
a steady stream of repeat clients. That’s 
largely because of the results she delivers: 
Greco has a knack for identifying and ob-
taining the best solutions for her clients. 

But Greco is also skilled at building an 
exceptional rapport with her clients, say 
her fellow attorneys. This, they say, is 
unusual for an attorney at such an early 
stage of her career. 

Hugh Drake, partner with Brown, Hay & 
Stephens LLP, said that this combination 
of skills sets Greco apart from other real 
estate attorneys.

“Among all the associates with whom 
I’ve worked during over 22 years in prac-
tice, Ms. Greco was the most insightful 
and intellectually curious,” Drake said. “I 
had no concerns of her being in direct 
contact with our clients, even as a first-
year associate. I think this speaks to her 
empathy. She was able to put herself into 
the client’s shoes and approach the work 
with that sense of care.”

Greco also gives time to her profession. 
She has written several articles for the Illi-
nois Bar Journal and the ISBA Real Proper-
ty newsletter. She has also been active in 
CREW - Commercial Real Estate Women 
and the American Bar Association.
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2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

AGE
38 

FIRM
Freeborn & Peters LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Northwestern Pritzker 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Employment law

“Jennifer is a stellar 
counselor and legal 
mind”

Jennifer Huelskamp has become a 
trusted advisor to her clients. And 

that trust is evidence that Huelskamp has 
already forged a reputation as one of the 
top employment law specialists in the city. 

Huelskamp’s clients return to her when-
ever they face a complicated employment 
law issue. They do this because Huelskamp 
boasts an in-depth knowledge of her field. 
They also appreciate her work ethic, legal 
smarts and ability to craft creative solu-
tions to even the trickiest of problems. 

“Jennifer is a true professional,” said 
Daniel Lanciloti, partner in the Chicago 
office of Fisher Phillips. “She is an intelli-
gent, compassionate, hard-working attor-
ney who has become a trusted advisor to 
many of Freeborn’s corporate clients. Jen-
nifer has become one of Freeborn’s top 
employment lawyers.”

Lanciloti points to several cases in 
which Huelskamp and he worked togeth-
er. During these cases, Huelskamp tack-
led everything from navigating through 
complicated electronic discovery issues 
and drafting complaints to motions for 
temporary restraining orders, motions for 
preliminary injunctions, affidavits and dis-
covery-related motions. 

It’s not surprising, given these skills, 
that Huelskamp frequently represents 
clients in situations involving potentially 
catastrophic discrimination claims. And in 
these cases, she’s earned excellent results, 
completely avoiding litigation in many. 

“Jennifer is thoughtful and intellectual,” 
said David Becker, with Dickinson Wright. 
“She is able to carefully identify the core 
issues in a matter and highlight those for 
the benefit of her clients. She provides a 
compassionate and thoughtful touch in 
extremely emotional settings.”

In one discrimination case, Huelskamp 
interviewed numerous client constituents 
in which some of the interviewees had 
mixed loyalties to the company and to the 
plaintiffs. Huelskamp was able to obtain 
information and weave it into a cohesive 
narrative. Huelskamp also prepared a case 
memorandum that helped her client ob-
tain insurance coverage, defend the action 
and identify counterclaims.

In another case, Huelskamp recently 
obtained full summary judgment for an 
employer on a complicated discrimination 
case where summary judgment was not 
anticipated. This avoided costly and un-
necessary litigation for her client.

“Jennifer is a stellar counselor and 
legal mind,” said David Ogles, with Fox  
Swibel Levin & Carroll. “She is exceptional 
in the internal investigation context and 
is able to obtain useful, credible informa-
tion while maintaining the highest ethical 
standards. Any time I had an employment 
law question, I found that Jennifer was up 
on recent trends and had keen judgment 
about what arguments would work in 
court and in settlement discussions.”

Since the start of her career, Huelskamp 
has consistently donated her time to char-
itable organizations and bar groups. She is 
active in the ABA and CBA. She has been 
a member of the Justice Council, the at-
torney board supporting the Center on 
Wrongful Convictions at Northwestern 
Pritzker School of Law since graduating 
from the law school and currently serves 
as its director. She also formerly served 
on the young professionals board for 
Horizons for Youth, a non-profit that con-
nects underserved children to academic 
services.

JENNIFER HUELSKAMP
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AGE
38

FIRM
Croke Fairchild  
Duarte & Beres

LAW SCHOOL
University of Illinois 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
General counsel, 
complex commercial 
transactions and 
corporate governance

It is rare to interact 
with a young 
attorney who so 
quickly grasped  
the issues”

DELILAH P. JENKINS

Companies turn to Delilah P. Jenkins 
when they face challenges fulfilling 

in-house general counsel roles, creating 
strategic plans, managing general counsel 
overflow and seeking diverse representa-
tion. They do this because Jenkins is com-
mitted to her clients, boasts a deep knowl-
edge of business law and the demands of 
an in-house legal department and works 
tirelessly to earn the best results for the 
companies she represents. 

Jenkins has built a niche general coun-
sel practice based upon her prior in-house 
legal experience coupled with her current 
experience as a Partner. Jenkins’ practice 
targets companies that do not have an 
internal general counsel, legal depart-
ments that seek interim counsel or legal 
departments that require assistance with 
managing overflow. As the head of the 
general counsel practice, her effort in-
cludes creating and expanding an internal 
team through recruitment efforts and the 
training of junior associates to act in sim-
ilar roles as in-house counsel or assistant 
general counsel for her clients. 

Dorothy Capers, Senior Vice President, 
General Counsel at Xylem, saw how tal-
ented Jenkins is. She worked with Jenkins 
over 4 years. Capers said than Jenkins led 
30+ Mergers and Acquisitions from start to 
finish. The deals ranged from small merg-
ers to large international acquisitions. “She 
managed them all below budget and with 
excellent legal and advocacy engagement.”

Count Kathleen Sweitzer, senior vice 
president and general counsel with Trust-
mark Insurance Company, as another who 
counts Jenkins as a trusted ally. 

In 2013, Sweitzer was recruited to devel-
op and build the legal support team for the 
 

 U.S. Health Solutions business for financial 
services firm Aon. 

“Delilah has exceptional skills as a busi-
ness partner and advisor,” Sweitzer said. 
“As a member of my team, she demon-
strated that she could assess risk in a situ-
ation and assist the business in completing 
difficult transactions in a partnering way. 
She has a calm demeanor, and she can look 
at risk from all sides to objectively advise 
business leaders.”

Andrew Light, senior partner with Sco-
pelitis, Garvin, Light, Hanson & Feary, one 
of the largest transportation law firms in 
the world, as being in this camp. His deal-
ings with Jenkins have involved diverse 
issues specific to the passenger transpor-
tation industry. Jenkins’ ability to spot po-
tential trouble and quickly understand the 
legal needs of companies working in this 
industry has been impressive, he said. 

“In my 40-plus years of practice meet-
ing the legal needs of companies in the 
transportation industry, it is rare to inter-
act with a young attorney who so quickly 
grasped the issues related to passenger 
transportation as Delilah did,” Light said.

Jenkins doesn’t hesitate to volunteer 
her time on behalf of her profession and 
community, either. She is a board mem-
ber with Housing Forward where she also 
co-chairs the Technology Committee and 
is a member of the Oak Park Township Fi-
nancial Advisory Committee. She has also 
donated her time to the UIC Law Mentor-
ing Program, is the former Young Lawyers’ 
Creative Arts Section chair for the Chicago 
Bar Association, was a panelist for the Cor-
porate Counsel Women of Color confer-
ence and serves as the Vice President of 
Community Engagement for the PTO of 
her son’s elementary school.
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“

KATHERINE JOHNSON

AGE
36

FIRM
Steptoe & Johnson

LAW SCHOOL
University of Illinois 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Patent litigation

Kate is one of those 
rare attorneys who 
truly understands 
complicated 
technical issues 
and is an excellent 
advocate in court”

Patent litigation attorney Katherine 
Johnson boasts a winning combina-

tion: She understands the most compli-
cated technical issues and is also a skilled 
presence in the courtroom. This for-
mula has led to several big wins for her 
clients, including victories at trials and 
in U.S. International Trade Commission 
investigations. 

Because of her track record of suc-
cess, Johnson is often called on by  
Steptoe & Johnson to take on the 
highest-profile cases. 

As an example, Johnson second-chaired 
a trial team in litigation dating to late 2015 
in which a company sued her firm’s cli-
ent for patent infringement relating to 
driveshaft technology. Steptoe eventual-
ly drafted a petition to the U.S. Supreme 
Court asking the court to determine what 
type of inventions are eligible for patent-
ing under Section 101 of the Patent Act. 
If the justices hear the case, they could 
clarify the standard for patent eligibility. If 
this happens, much of the credit will go 
to the work that Johnson turned in during 
this trial.

“Kate has a keen mind and a meticu-
lous attention to detail,” said Jonathan 
Sick with McAndrews Held & Malloy, Ltd. 
“She has the ability to digest complex 
technical concepts into easy-to-under-
stand components. Once a matter is en-
trusted to her, you can be confident that 
it will be completed in a timely, thought-
ful and competent manner. Once she 
starts investigating an issue, she is relent-
less in pursuit of a complete picture of  
the facts.”

Johnson also served as the primary 
writer of an appeal to the Federal Circuit 
relating to the Patent Trial and Appeal 
Board’s decision in an inter partes review 
involving a technical consumer product. 
On April 8 of 2020, the Federal Circuit 
ruled that the Patent Trial and Appeal 
Board incorrectly upheld an LED patent, 
finding that the board’s ruling was incon-
sistent with the claim language and the 
relevant case law. In a 15-page opinion, a 
three-judge panel threw out the board’s 
2018 decision that upheld the validity of 
the company’s patent claims for an LED 
light fixture called a luminaire in a rare va-
catur of a PTAB finding of no anticipation. 
Again, Johnson played a key role in this 
significant decision. 

“Kate is an exceptional lawyer,” said 
Brianne Straka with Quinn Emanuel Ur-
quhart & Sullivan. “Early in our careers, 
we worked together on a very challeng-
ing case for a medical device company. In 
that situation, Kate was always cool, calm 
and collected even when others on the 
team were not. She is smart, creative and 
extremely organized. Kate is one of those 
rare attorneys who truly understands 
complicated technical issues and is an ex-
cellent advocate in court.”

Johnson is a board member for the Co-
alition of Women’s Initiatives in Law, and 
serves as chair of the organization’s pro-
gramming committee. She also actively 
mentors two associates in Steptoe’s Chica-
go office. In her pro bono work for Chica-
go Volunteer Legal Services, Johnson has 
obtained judgment of adoption for several 
Chicago-area children and their families.
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AGE
37

FIRM
Taft Stettinius & 
Hollister LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Emory University 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Mergers and 
acquisitions

Clients know after 
speaking with  
her that they’re  
in good hands”

“

PAYAL KESHVANI

A natural leader. That’s how those 
who’ve worked with Payal Keshvani 

describe this young attorney with Chica-
go’s Taft Stettinius & Hollister. 

This isn’t surprising. Even when she 
was a junior associate, Keshvani took the 
lead on projects with other associates 
and third parties. Since then, this merg-
ers-and-acquisitions specialist has contin-
ued to act as a leader and mentor at her 
firm and in the legal community.

“Payal is an exceptional lawyer and a 
fantastic mentor,” said Megan Kokontis, 
partner at Chicago’s Akerman LLP. “She 
cares tremendously about her clients, 
her work and her colleagues. She is dili-
gent, tireless and always goes the extra 
mile to deliver exemplary results. She is 
a team player, and her positive attitude  
is contagious.”

Keshvani’s legal skills have helped her  
build a large roster of clients, filled with  
those who continually come to her for advice. 

“Payal is simply excellent when speak-
ing to clients, which is certainly part of 
the reason why she has managed to build 
an impressive and independent book of 
business,” said Jonathan Amarilio, partner 
with Taft Stettinius & Hollister. “Clients 
know after speaking with her that they’re 
in good hands.”

She is also a leader at Taft, especially on 
gender-advancement matters. Keshvani 
is a founding member of Taft Chicago’s 
“Women of Taft” working group. She also 
helped craft the firm’s industry-leading 
parental leave program.

Arti Shah, director of outside invest-
ments with Rockford, Illinois-based com-
mercial real estate development firm First 

Midwest Group, said that Keshvani has 
helped her firm with a variety of deals. 
Keshvani isn’t afraid to advise her clients 
to step away from a deal when it doesn’t 
make financial sense, Shah said. This hon-
est advice builds trust. 

“She is dedicated and honest. She will 
work tirelessly to ensure your needs are 
met,” Shah said. “Payal has a depth of 
knowledge in a variety of industries. She 
is also humble and honest. If she does not 
know something, she will connect you to 
the right individuals. I believe her varied 
experience coupled with her dedication 
truly makes her not only a unique lawyer 
but a trusted one.”

During her career, Keshvani has served 
as lead or co-lead counsel in several major 
acquisitions. This includes her work coun-
seling the buyer in an add-on acquisition 
of a crane-manufacturing business, coun-
seling the seller in a private equity acqui-
sition of a moving business and counsel-
ing the seller in the private acquisition of 
the assets of a company engaged in the 
manufacturing of ice cream products,  
as well as in several other acquisitions  
and mergers.

Keshvani is also dedicated to her 
community and bar. She provides pro 
bono services to the Chicago Architec-
ture Biennial and serves as its secretary 
and outside counsel. In addition, she is 
the president of the board of directors 
for Alternatives, Inc., a comprehensive, 
multi-cultural youth development organi-
zation that operates as a support system 
for more than 4,000 of Chicago’s young 
people and their families each year.
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Her skill in 
negotiations is 
stellar”

“

AGE
39 

FIRM
Schiller DuCanto  
& Fleck, LLP

LAW SCHOOL
American University 
Washington College 
of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Family Law

Elaine Knowles has what her colleagues 
call an extraordinary ability to build 

relationships with her clients. Her clients 
trust that she will always work to bring 
them the best results, something that 
is especially important when Knowles 
is working with the victims of domestic 
violence.

Knowles also boasts strong negotiat-
ing skills, a knack for developing the best 
strategies to earn victories for her clients 
and a deep and thorough knowledge of 
family law. It’s added up to a booming ca-
reer in the competitive world of family law. 

“Elaine is smart, prepared and well-
versed in both the prosecution and de-
fense of her case,” said Lynn Weisberg 
with Gardiner Koch Weisberg & Wrona. 
“Further, she builds bridges with oppo-
nents, rather than burns them, which is 
rare in the area of domestic relations. 
While advocating for her client’s goals, 
she also counsels her client, making sure 
they understand the pros and cons of the 
strategy being used to attain the client’s 
desired objectives.”

Weisberg met Knowles on a particularly 
contentious case. More than any attorney 
on the case, Knowles has maintained a 
high level of civility and professionalism, 
while still zealously advocating for her cli-
ent, Weisberg said. 

“When trying to resolve conflicts, she 
is able to acknowledge both the strengths 
and weaknesses of her position and con-
sider solutions that require compromise,” 
Weisberg said. 

Another nominator said that she has 
worked with Knowles on several medi-
ations. She said she has quickly learned 

to look toward Knowles for answers and 
assistance on these cases because this 
young attorney is always knowledgeable 
about both the facts of the case and the 
law around it. 

“She assists her clients by making sure 
they have all the information they need, 
they understand the law and they have ad-
vice as needed,” this nominator said. “Her 
skill in negotiations is stellar. It is clear to 
me that she is a good, strong advocate.”

In addition to being a passionate advo-
cate for her clients, Knowles is also com-
mitted to her profession and community. 

She is a member of the Illinois State 
Bar Association, Chicago Bar Association, 
American Bar Association and the Wom-
en’s Bar Association. She also donates 
and raises funds for research and grant 
projects through Alex’s Lemonade Stand 
Foundation, an organization devoted to 
the research of childhood cancer. She 
has  also been  a member of the Innova-
tors Program through Lurie Children’s 
Hospital, donating and raising funds for  
various projects.

Robert Kostecka, partner with Paradiso, 
Taub, Sinay, Owel & Kostecka in Bethesda, 
Maryland, worked with Knowles for more 
than 5 years when Knowles was an attor-
ney at his firm before she relocated to 
Chicago. Kostecka said that he knew back 
then that Knowles possessed all the skills 
necessary to thrive in family law. 

“Elaine has exceptional advocacy skills, 
including mediation, collaborative law and 
at trial,” Kostecka said. “She has the abili-
ty to work with clients of differing back-
grounds and has exceptional writing skills 
and financial acumen.”

ELAINE KNOWLES
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“Brienne’s super 
power is empathy”

AGE
37

FIRM
Willkie Farr & Gallagher

LAW SCHOOL
Harvard Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Fiduciary litigation, 
corporate governance 
litigation, consumer 
class actions, 
commercial contract 
and business tort 
litigation

When the stakes are at their high-
est? When companies face major 

fines or the possibility of shutdown? They 
turn to Brienne Letourneau, a rising star 
with the Chicago law firm of Willkie Farr  
& Gallagher. 

During her career, Letourneau has rep-
resented a steady stream of fiduciaries and 
service providers facing breach-of-fiduciary 
duty claims, with her defense ensuring that 
these clients can continue doing business 
uninterrupted. She has also obtained fa-
vorable results for clients facing consumer 
class action claims. 

Letourneau’s successes aren’t limited to 
the work she does for corporate clients. 
She has also earned positive results for 
her pro bono clients, including a victory in 
a civil rights action tried to a federal jury 
trial, and in representing organizations that 
promote gender equity, such as the Nation-
al Women’s Law Center and the TIME’S UP 
Legal Defense Fund.  An avid supporter of 
the arts, she served for many years on the 
board of directors for Victory Gardens The-
ater in Chicago.

“Brienne’s super power is empathy,” said 
Patrick Tierney, senior corporate counsel at 
Aspen Skiing Company. “She has a unique and 
exceptional ability to put herself in her clients’ 
shoes and truly understand the issues her cli-
ents face and the corresponding stakes.”

Tierney says that Letourneau studies lit-
igation trends and provides him with legal 
guidance before he has even asked for her 
help, anticipating his needs and allowing 
him to take proactive measures to avoid  
future pitfalls.

“What Brienne does repeatedly and 
with terrific success is refuse to settle for 

a tactical solution without considering the 
strategic ramifications and really finding the 
right solution for a client,” Tiereny said.

Maria Liu, Litigation Counsel with Uber, 
first met Letourneau when both worked at 
Chicago law firm Jenner & Block. Liu credits 
Letourneau with teaching her how to be an 
effective lawyer. 

Liu points to a long-running contract 
dispute that she and Letourneau managed 
when both were working at Willkie. Liu said 
that Letourneau’s leadership was instru-
mental in earning a nearly $50 million judg-
ment at summary judgment for the client. 
And while doing this, Letourneau made sure 
that each team member – including the 
most junior associates and paralegals -- felt 
part of and took ownership in the win. 

“Brienne’s success in handling very dif-
ficult and complicated cases is due to her 
ability to organize chaos,” Liu said. “She puts 
structures in place to keep the train moving 
forward, even when that train is moving su-
per-fast and taking unpredictable turns. She 
pulls her teams together and communicates 
assignments clearly so that everyone works 
efficiently and in concert. And she quickly 
grasps difficult concepts and develops stra-
tegic action plans that meet clients’ goals.”

Stephanie Graham, vice president and 
general counsel for Northwestern Univer-
sity, said that Letourneau’s legal skills have 
resulted in several legal victories for the 
Evanston-based university. 

“Brienne is a thoughtful and creative ad-
vocate who understands and cares about 
Northwestern’s institutional mission and 
presents issues in ways that not only position 
us to succeed in litigation, but also help ad-
vance our values and priorities,” Graham said.

BRIENNE LETOURNEAU
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AGE
39

FIRM
Ropes & Gray LLP

LAW SCHOOL
University of Illinois at 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Asset management

Clients revere 
Jeremy’s deep 
understanding
of CFTC regulations”

 

JEREMY LIABO

An expert advisor. That’s how clients 
describe Ropes & Gray LLP asset man-

agement partner Jeremy Liabo. 
This isn’t surprising. Liabo has helped his 

clients maximize the value of their assets, 
working closely with funds and investors  
on often complex derivatives and futures 
issues. Liabo also represents clients in con-
nection with regulatory inquiries, investiga-
tions and exams. 

“Jeremy is consistently one of nation’s 
most sought-after lawyers for complex 
Commodities Futures Trading Commission 
(“CFTC”) issues,” said a nominator. “Given 
the highly specialized nature of derivatives 
and commodities issues faced by asset 
managers, few lawyers practice in this area, 
making Jeremy especially valuable to those 
of us who are working to stay compliant 
with esoteric derivatives regulations. From 
my vantage point, Jeremy is one of the best 
lawyers in his field nationally.”

The nominator has worked closely with 
Liabo on matters ranging from potential in-
vestments to regulatory inquiries. Recently, 
Liabo also played an especially important role 
in helping a global asset manager navigate a 
particularly challenging regulatory exam.  
The exam involved multiple registrants and a 
high volume of requests and complex ques-
tions but ultimately concluded with the issu-
ance of a clean examination report. 

Stephen Humenik, the Global Head of 
Derivatives Legal at Crytpto.com, said that 
the Dodd-Frank Act, passed in 2008, shift-
ed the regulatory, compliance and enforce-
ment considerations for asset managers and 
financial institutions. At the time, Liabo was 
working as a legal intern for U.S. Sen. Dick 
Durbin and watched the legislation get intro-
duced, crafted and passed. 

By understanding the paradigm shift that 
Dodd-Frank created, while building a career 
around the CFTC’s expanding regulatory 
agenda, Liabo has turned himself into one 
of the most invaluable lawyers for the funds 
and asset management firms impacted by 
complicated derivatives and commodities 
laws, Humenik said. 

“Clients revere Jeremy’s deep understand-
ing of CFTC regulations,” Humenik said. “Jer-
emy differentiates himself by having the most 
current understanding of derivatives and 
commodities law. Jeremy’s deep understand-
ing of derivatives and commodities law makes 
him unique.

Few have worked as closely with Liabo 
as Deborah Monson, a retired partner who 
practiced at Ropes & Gray and served as his 
mentor. Monson said that she recognized 
something special about Liabo early in their 
partnership. Liabo joined the firm having al-
ready built a solid career, having served as 
counsel at Eris Exchange, where he advised 
the exchange on derivatives and commodi-
ties laws. 

Once he arrived a Ropes & Gray, Liabo 
only built on this experience, excelling in 
keeping abreast of and reacting to the con-
stant flow of changes to commodities and 
futures laws.

"That’s where Jeremy excels: In deriva-
tives, commodities and futures laws, there 
are highly technical regulations and also 
quickly changing rules.," Monson said. "Jer-
emy understands the technical aspects of 
the law, stays on-top of the changes and 
new rules, and then analyzes and interprets 
them for clients who need a practical un-
derstanding of how the regulations affect 
their particular business."
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“Courtney is a rock 
star in every way”

AGE
38

FIRM
Cunningham  
Meyer & Vedrine

LAW SCHOOL
The University  
of Detroit Mercy 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Medical malpractice 
defense

A true measure of an attorney’s suc-
cess? Winning cases that could easily 

go in the loss column. And by that mea-
suring stick, Courtney Lindbert, a medical 
malpractice defense specialist, is a star in 
the Chicago legal scene. 

Lindbert’s peers say that she is fiercely 
devoted to her clients. At the same time, 
she possesses a deep knowledge of the 
intricacies of her field. Combine that with 
her stellar performances in the court-
room, and it’s no wonder that Lindbert 
remains a sought-after defense attorney. 

“Courtney is a rock star in every way,” 
said Natalie Federle, general counsel with 
Sermo. “She is creative, zealous, loyal, 
fierce and dogged in her approaches. 
Unlike many litigators, Courtney is logical 
and realistic while maintaining a steadfast 
focus on her clients’ needs.”

A look at Lindbert’s legal career shows 
why so many in the profession hold her in 
such high esteem. 

In one case in which Lindbert served as 
defense counsel, she earned a not-guilty 
verdict for two defendants in a case in-
volving emergency eye surgery and claims 
that this surgery was necessary because 
of negligence on the part of medical pro-
fessionals. The defense argued that cause 
for the surgery was an acute event caused 
by the plaintiff’s smoking. The jury sided 
with the defense, reportedly deliberating 
for just 46 minutes.

In what her peers call a stunning vic-
tory, Lindbert earned a rare mid-trial win 
for her defendant .The plaintiff dismissed 
all claims against her client mid-trial be-
fore cross-examination of the plaintiff. 

Lindbert identified key information show-
ing that the plaintiff’s claims against her 
defendant were untrue. 

“Courtney is meticulous with every-
thing she does,” said Katie Twardak, an 
attorney with Tomasik Kotin Kasserman. 
“Courtney is unwavering in her commit-
ment to seeking justice for her clients 
and is always willing to put in the work. 
Courtney’s character and integrity truly 
set her apart from others. The actions 
she takes as an attorney are done because 
they are the right thing to do. She doesn’t 
go for a cheap victory. Even as an oppo-
nent, I know I can trust her with sensitive 
information. She treats every person she 
meets with the utmost respect.”

“Whether you work on a case with or 
against Courtney you can tell she takes 
the utmost pride and in her work and is 
extremely dedicated to her clients,” said 
Sarah King, an attorney with Clifford 
Law. “She fiercely defends her clients’ 
interests in an effective and profession-
al manner. Having been across the table 
from Courtney on multiple occasions, I 
can attest to how exceptionally well pre-
pared and knowledgeable she is regarding  
the complex medical subjects at issue in 
her cases.”

Outside of the courtroom, Lindbert is a 
dedicated mentor. She currently heads up 
Cunningham Meyer & Vedrine’s clerkship 
program, and previously served on the 
board of the Women’s Bar Association of 
Illinois. She is also a founding member of 
the Illinois Force of Lawyers Against Sexu-
al Harassment.

COURTNEY LINDBERT
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AGE
38

FIRM
Loftus &  
Eisenberg, Ltd.

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Commercial, 
investment recovery, 
class action

He has been 
extremely well 
prepared on the 
facts and the law 
and has been 
tenacious in 
representing his 
clients’ interests”

Alex Loftus’ professionalism and deep 
understanding of business law have 

served him well during the most conten-
tious cases he’s tackled. Loftus has lev-
eraged his ability to defuse tensions and 
focus both sides on issues that matter 
with a practice utilizing a mixture of flat 
fees and contingencies, ensuring efficient 
legal representation for the firm’s clients. 

Consider John Lynch, an attorney with 
Cremer Law who worked on a series of 
cases involving alleged trade-secret vi-
olations, with many claims and cross 
claims pending multiple forums between 
unyielding parties, “Alex’s profession-
alism and deep understanding of both 
the facts and the law applicable to these 
cases allowed us to have very open con-
versations regarding the costs and ben-
efits of continued litigation,” Lynch said.  
“We resolved all the pending cases during 
the course of a single mediation. This is 
a testament to the fact that Alex is wise 
beyond his years and places his client’s in-
terests before his own.”

Consider this young attorney’s excep-
tional trial results: 

Loftus won a trial for a salesman 
who was stripped of approximately 
$800,000 in commissions. The trial 
was bifurcated liability and damages 
and settled after the liability portion for 
$2,6000,000. The defendants final offer 
before trial was $10,000.

He earned a $1.4 million trial verdict 
for his client in a Cook County breach of 
a contract to loan $20,000.

Loftus also won a jury verdict of 
$860,000 in the Northern District of 
California in a promissory estoppel 
and unfair business practices act claim. 

The defendants’ final offer before trial 
was only $70,000.

While maintaining a very busy tradi-
tional business trial practice, Loftus’s 
greatest successes come in complex 
multi-plaintiff and class litigation by si-
multaneously employing multiple pro-
cedural tools to achieve large aggregate 
results. Loftus approaches problems 
creatively with an innate ability to accu-
mulate a significant volume of clients to 
utilize in his byzantine plans of attack.

Loftus successfully represented near-
ly forty franchisees who each suffered 
approximately $500,000 in damage in 
individual arbitrations to achieve seven 
figure settlements for the group against 
related parties. Loftus filed seven arbi-
tration claims, three lawsuits, and two 
class action suits related to the harms 
caused that  yielded a large recovery for 
his clients collectively.

Judge James Epstein, who has medi-
ated several of Loftus’ multi-plaintiff ac-
tions, observed, “He has been extremely 
well prepared on the facts and the law 
and has been tenacious in representing 
his clients’ interests.”

Loftus represented 450 victims of a 
$200 million Ponzi scheme in a series 
of actions including multi-million-dol-
lar settlements for claims alleging legal 
malpractice, accounting malpractice, 
and negligence..

“Alex has fully committed himself and 
his firm to full-scale commercial litiga-
tion without hesitation to take cases 
to trial,” said mediator and arbitrator 
Michael Panter. “I don’t think there are 
many small firms dedicated to trying 
commercial cases as he does. 

ALEXANDER LOFTUS
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“He is, in short, a 
lawyer’s lawyer”

AGE
36 

FIRM
Morgan Lewis & 
Bockius LLP

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Labor and  
employment law

What has fueled James Looby's suc-
cess as he has become one of the 

most respected labor and employment 
specialists in Chicago? Looby's peers cites 
this young attorney's attention to detail, 
legal knowledge and ability to identify 
those strategies most likely to result in 
successful results for his clients. 

Looby's fellow attorneys say that he 
boasts a deep knowledge of the mechan-
ics of the Fair Labor Standards Act and 
other federal and state laws, and applies 
their rules to predict outcomes in situa-
tions where no case law exists. Looby also 
possesses detailed knowledge of the vari-
ous damage theories in these cases, which 
allows him to provide the best possible 
advice to his clients concerning potential 
exposure and how best to defend the case.

It's all added up to a long list of satis-
fied clients who trust Looby to handle  
their most complex labor and employment 
issues. 

Karin Ashford, currently Group Vice 
President / Legal & Chief Counsel for 
Greenwood Racing, Inc., first met Looby 
when he was one of two attorneys repre-
senting Penn National Gaming in a compli-
cated wage-and-hour class action case. 

"James was instrumental in getting a 
series of complex cases settled," Ashford 
said. "His analytical skills were essential 
in understanding the areas of potential 
liability and the various approaches to cal-
culating damages. His attention to detail 
and his ability to think creatively helped us 
successfully settle these matters."

In addition to his legal skills, Looby 
boasts a passion for serving his clients. 
No one outworks him. Because of this, 
Looby's clients trust him to handle their 

most sensitive and critical labor and em-
ployment issues. 

"James' dedication, intelligence and 
ability to identify the germane issues in 
dispute, and how to appropriately resolve 
them, are impressive by any standard," said 
a judge with the Seventh Circuit Court of 
Appeals. Curt Kramer, former General 
Counsel of Navistar, similarly remarked, 
“James gets the issues we are trying to 
solve and laid out a strategy to accomplish 
that. Far too often do outside counsel 
think all issues we bring to them are le-
gal issues but most of them are business  
issues in sheep’s legal cloth. James gets 
that which is a tremendous asset to folks 
like me.” 

Sean Crotty of Chicago law firm Crotty 
& Schiltz met Looby through a complex 
commercial case in which he and Looby 
were adversaries. In this ERISA case, Crot-
ty's client's case was consolidated with the 
case of a second client represented by a 
different attorney. This meant that Looby 
was basically required to defend two cas-
es in one. Crotty said that Looby excelled 
while facing this challenge. 

Crotty said that in his writing, Looby 
presented complicated facts and challeng-
ing legal concepts with an unusual clarity. 
His skill in taking and defending deposi-
tions was second to none. 

"But what was most impressive about 
James' handling of this case was the total 
professionalism that he displayed through-
out," Crotty said. "James always confined 
the adversarial aspects of litigation to their 
proper place and never allowed them to 
spill over into his interactions with his op-
posing counsel or the court. He is, in short, 
a lawyer's lawyer."

JAMES P. LOOBY
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“
How has Krista Luzio managed to cul-

tivate such a multifaceted practice 
with her impressive legal track record? 
Her ability to integrate and guide a mul-
tidisciplinary team of medical profession-
als and legal colleagues, paired with her 
keen eye for the law makes her formida-
ble in the courtroom and in her motion 
practice. 

Additionally, Luzio has second-chaired 
four trials to verdict, each resulting in 
“not guilty” decisions for her clients. 
These were not easy cases to win, either. 
In each, the plaintiffs suffered permanent 
disabilities, with their attorneys asking for 
$15 million to $20 million at trial. 

With results like this, it’s easy to see 
why Luzio has earned so much respect 
from her peers and trust from her clients. 

During these cases, Luzio assisted in 
picking juries, conducted the direct ex-
amination of hospital witnesses and pre-
sented key defendant experts on liability, 
causation and damages, said a Judge with 
the chancery division of the Circuit Court 
of Cook County. She also conducted 
cross-examination of key fact witnesses 
and plaintiffs’ experts. 

“As a result of her demonstrated legal 
skill and acumen, Krista became partner 
during her first year of eligibility, which 
is rare at Hall Prangle,” the Judge said.  
“Her civility while still strenuously advo-
cating for her clients is something that is 
also notable.”

Aiju Thevatheril, with Chicago’s Swan-
son, Martin and Bell, points to a recent 
case as an example of Luzio’s legal skills.

Last year, during the height of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Luzio was involved 

in a trial with a sympathetic family and 
plaintiff who at an early age was forced 
to live in an assisted-living facility because 
of a debilitating stroke. The lawyers in this 
three-week trial included several skilled 
and aggressive ones. Luzio, though, re-
mained calm and handled the damages 
portion of the trial with grace, Thevatheril 
said. This resulted in a successful result 
for her hospital client. 

“She is an asset to her clients, her firm 
and to the legal community as a whole,” 
Thevatheril says of Luzio.

Her fellow attorneys say that Luzio 
boasts a strong trial presence, disarm-
ing and relatable but also knowledgeable  
and confident. 

“Krista is one of the most intelligent 
lawyers that I have had the privilege of 
working with,” said Ronitha Maharaj, 
claims counsel with Zurich North Ameri-
ca. “She has a natural gift of understand-
ing the medicine and explaining it to lay-
persons in a trial setting. She has an innate 
emotional intelligence that allows her to 
read the needs of the client in challenging 
situations and illicit the best results. Krista 
is a rare combination of brilliance and hu-
mility that makes her a tremendous asset 
to the defense bar. She is a truly a Trojan 
Horse.”

Outside the courtroom, Luzio serves 
as co-chair of Hall Prangle & Schoonveld’s 
New Associate Training Program and a 
member of the Education Committee. 
She is also active in her community and 
plays the Euphonium as a member of the 
Lakeside Pride Band, a Chicago music en-
semble created to empower and inspire 
change through music.

Krista is one of  
the most intelligent
lawyers”

AGE
39

FIRM
Hall Prangle & 
Schoonveld LLC

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Medical malpractice 
defense

KRISTA LUZIO
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“Caroline is instilling 
the value of pro 
bono service in 
generations to 
come” 

AGE
38

FIRM
Center for Disability  
& Elder Law

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Legal aid, elder law

Caroline Manley became director of 
Chicago’s Center for Disability & El-

der Law (CDEL) -- an agency that provides 
free legal services to low-income seniors 
and people with disabilities -- six months 
before the COVID-19 pandemic upended 
life in the United States and worldwide. 

This threw new challenges Manley’s 
way, forcing her to stretch herself beyond 
the role of a traditional executive director. 
Manley reacted quickly by leading CDEL’s 
staff in transitioning to remote program-
ming and obtaining the necessary tech-
nology to make the continuation of ser-
vices possible. 

Manley successfully managed the 
unique challenges CDEL faced with navi-
gating the pandemic, continuing services 
to clients, and maintaining and building 
vital relationships with volunteers and 
funders.  She worked closely with CDEL’s 
Governing Board to transform the orga-
nization’s bylaws, recruit a diverse group 
of twelve new board members, and sig-
nificantly increase revenue. Manley almost 
doubled CDEL’s budget in just three years 
by expanding its sources of funding. This 
additional support grew CDEL’s staff from 
eight to 14 members, allowing CDEL to 
better respond to the significant needs of 
its clients.

This performance isn’t a surprise to 
Terri Ahrens, Assistant General Counsel 
at US Foods, who said that Manley has a 
history of strong leadership.

Manley initially joined CDEL as a fellow 
and created CDEL’s community legal clin-
ics.  She built her career and reputation 
on connecting with community partners 
in order to make CDEL’s legal services 
more accessible to low-income seniors 

and people with disabilities who are fac-
ing legal challenges.  Manley has not only 
represented hundreds of clients on le-
gal issue concerning housing, end of life  
planning, and consumer matters, but 
she has engaged hundreds of pro bono 
attorneys and student interns to further 
CDEL’s mission.

“Through her dedication, Caroline is 
instilling the value of pro bono service in 
generations to come,” Ahrens said.

Manley is also an activist, one who isn’t 
satisfied with simply reacting to legal is-
sues. She has worked on several consum-
er initiatives over the years. Manley was 
instrumental with the Illinois Supreme 
Court Access to Justice Commission in 
the drafting and implementation of Su-
preme Court Rule 280, which strength-
ened pleading requirements in debt buyer 
and credit card collection cases. She also 
assisted on the drafting of an emergency 
Supreme Court order early in the pan-
demic to ensure that consumers with ci-
tations to discover assets had access to 
the funds in their bank accounts.

“I have worked with Caroline on several 
initiatives that highlighted her extraordi-
nary ability to bring courtroom adversar-
ies together to negotiate much-needed 
reforms,” said Steven Pflaum, co-chair of 
the litigation department at Neal, Gerber 
& Eisenberg. “I attribute Caroline’s effec-
tiveness as a negotiator of the Consumer 
Fairness Act of 2019 to her even-tempered 
demeanor -- I have never heard her raise 
her voice in anger—and consummate 
professionalism. Those attributes earned 
her the respect of opposing counsel and 
enabled her to bring together parties that 
appeared unlikely to agree on legislation.”

CAROLINE MANLEY
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AGE
34

FIRM
Chuhak & Tecson, P.C.

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Elder law, estate 
administration, 
guardianship, and 
estate and trust 
litigation

Mallory cares about 
what she does and 
is excellent at it”

MALLORY MORENO

Achieving what seem like impossible   
 results. That is what Mallory More-

no, an elder law attorney  with Chuhak &  
Tecson, so often accomplishes.

Moreno’s peers say that this young at-
torney is never fazed by challenges. Instead, 
she relies on her legal skills, command of 
the law, and commitment to her clients to 
overcome them. 

Just ask Donald Higgins with Fifth Third 
Bank. He said he’s seen Moreno success-
fully appeal the most complicated and 
convoluted Medicaid denial by knowing 
the department’s own rules better than de-
partment officials themselves did. 

“Mallory always goes above and beyond 
for her clients in achieving results that oth-
erwise seemed unlikely or impossible upon 
an initial meeting,” Higgins said. “In my 
time in working with Mallory, I witnessed 
the wealth of knowledge she brought 
into every client interaction, coupled with 
an incredible passion for both the clients 
themselves and the law in general. The 
conviction, compassion and perseverance 
were always on full display.”

As Higgins says, attorneys need passion 
and willpower when dealing with state Med-
icaid agencies and challenging guardianship 
matters. The requirements that individuals 
must meet to qualify for Medicaid can be 
onerous. The appeals process when indi-
viduals are denied Medicaid is complex. But 
these hurdles never slow Moreno, he said. 

“It could drive a person mad, but Mallo-
ry never missed a beat,” he said. “Getting 
people the help they need and preserving 
assets for continued care and support is 
always top of mind for Mallory.”

Others point to Moreno’s passion for 

protecting her clients as something that 
sets her apart from other attorneys. Guard-
ianship is one of Moreno’s specialty, and it’s 
clear, her nominators say, that Moreno has 
true empathy for her clients, and does what-
ever it takes to help them meet their goals. 

“Mallory cares about what she does and 
is excellent at it,” said Maureen Loughran, 
an attorney with Chicago’s Duggan Bertsch, 
LLC. “I can’t stress enough how kind, pa-
tient and intelligent she is. She’s a credit to 
our profession and I think all young attor-
neys should strive to be more like her.”

As evidence of her commitment to el-
der law, Moreno has earned her CELA --  
Certified Elder Law Attorney -- designation. 
In the entire state of Illinois, only 17 attor-
neys have earned this designation. She has 
also been named as an “Emerging Lawyer,” 
a peer-recommended honor given to 2% of 
all Illinois attorneys. 

And while she’s built a busy elder law ca-
reer, Moreno has carved out time, too, to 
remain active in the legal community. She 
is the current President-Elect for the Illi-
nois Chapter of the National Academy of 
Elder Law Attorneys and serves as the vice 
chairman of not-for-profit Working Adults 
Learning Lifelong Skills (W.A.L.L.S.), a life-
skills center for adults with disabilities. 

“Mallory has the rare ability to excel in 
both transactional and litigation work,” 
said Missy Turk Firmage, fellow probate at-
torney. “Mallory appears in court multiple 
times a week and has earned the respect 
of each judge in our division. She is able to 
zealously advocate for clients while main-
taining a working rapport with opposing 
counsels, a trait that is not frequently seen 
in our field.”
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“His courtroom 
presence made 
him stand out 
from many of his 
colleagues”

AGE
37 

FIRM
Clifford Law Offices

LAW SCHOOL
University of Illinois 
Chicago School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Personal injury, 
wrongful death, 
military law,  
criminal law

A decorated U.S. Army Captain, one 
who has earned such honors as the 

Army Commendation Medal, Global War 
on Terrorism Service Medal, and Army 
Achievement Medal, attorney Joseph 
Murphy is no stranger to serving his 
country. His peers say that Murphy, part-
ner at Clifford Law Offices, P.C., became 
a personal injury lawyer to continue this 
service, helping people who have suffered 
serious injuries. 

Today, for example, Murphy is work-
ing with his fellow attorneys at Clifford 
Law Offices to represent 72 families who 
lost loved ones during the 2019 crash 
of a Boeing 737 Max jet in Ethiopia. This 
complex litigation involves families from  
35 countries. 

Despite building a busy personal injury 
practice, Murphy still finds time to serve 
his country. He has served as a U.S. Army 
Judge Advocate since 2016. He has also 
served as a prosecutor in both the state 
and federal systems. Murphy turned in 
especially strong work while serving as a 
Special Assistant U.S. Attorney for the De-
partment of Justice and Chief of Federal 
Litigation for the 101st Airborne Division, 
said a senior officer in the U.S. Army who 
nominated Murphy.

The officer stated that Murphy handled 
more than 80 felonies while in the Cook 
County State's Attorney's Office, many of 
which were firearm, gang affiliation, and 
violent crime cases. Murphy is also a cer-
tified special victims' counsel, represent-
ing victims of sexual assault throughout  
the military. 

"I respectfully submit you will be 
hard-pressed to find someone with the 
depth and breadth of Joe Murphy as an 

advocate in our military and civilian sys-
tems," the officer said. 

An associate judge with District 3 of the 
Circuit Court of Cook County, said that 
hundreds of lawyers appear before him. 
But few, the judge said, possess the quali-
ties that Murphy displays. 

"The role of a prosecutor, in our crim-
inal justice system, is not an easy task, if 
done correctly. My observation of Joseph 
is that he does; every day," the judge said. 
"At all times, Joseph exhibited a mastery 
of trial procedure and the rules of evi-
dence. His courtroom presence made him 
stand out from many of his colleagues."

A judge with the Municipal Depart-
ment of the Circuit Court of Cook County, 
points to Murphy's decency and humility 
as key personality traits that have allowed 
him to thrive in the field of law. 

"He has achieved a level of technical 
proficiency that is rare for an attorney of 
his youthful age," The judge said. "Howev-
er, it is his decency as a human being, his 
humility even in the face of his successes, 
and his fearlessness in the way he tack-
les new and greater responsibilities that 
make him a trusted colleague, respected 
and liked even by his adversaries. He is a 
person that is hard to root against. His 
career progress since he left the Cook 
County State’s Attorney’s Office is evi-
dence of these skills."

In addition to his service to the U.S. 
Army, Murphy is also a member of the 
Chicago Bar Association, where he serves 
on the judicial evaluation committee, Il-
linois Trial Lawyers Association, Illinois 
State Bar Association, American Bar As-
sociation, and Northwest Suburban Bar 
Association.

JOSEPH T. MURPHY
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Terry is a great 
lawyer”

Since he made the move to the plaintiffs’ 
side of the personal injury field, Terence 

Naughton has earned more than $20 million 
in settlements for his clients, many of whom 
have suffered serious injuries. 

This includes a $9.2 million settlement 
in a truck crash and a $2 million settle-
ment for a young client struck by a mo-
tor vehicle in a garage. Naughton has also 
earned a settlement of $2 million for the 
estate of a child burned in a bathtub at 
an apartment complex and a $1.35 million 
settlement for a good Samaritan who was 
injured while pushing a stalled vehicle. 

Thomas Prindable, an attorney with 
Corgan & Power in Chicago, first met 
Naughton when this talented legal mind 
was working as a defense attorney. 
Prindable says that Naughon was always 
well-prepared, civil and passionate in rep-
resenting his clients. 

Today? Prindable says that Naughton 
displays the same winning attributes, this 
time as he fights for plaintiffs. 

“Terry’s legal work is a testament to his 
maturity in the law, and his experience as 
a defense attorney has helped him ap-
preciate how attorneys on both sides of 
a case think and how adjusters evaluate 
cases,” Prindable said.

Kevin Burke, attorney with Coplan and 
Crane, said that Naughton understands 
that he has a responsibility to provide his 
clients with the best possible representa-
tion. He has a deep respect, too, for the 
legal system, Burke said. 

This combination is one reason why 
Naughton is already succeeding in the 

plaintiffs’ side of the personal injury are-
na, Burke said. Naughton is committed to 
his clients and works long hours to earn 
the best results for them. He never takes 
shortcuts and is never outworked. 

“Similar to my path, Terry began as a 
defense attorney,” Burke said. “He learned 
the values of hard work, organizational 
skills and the tools for case analysis. He 
has now added a commitment to service 
of his clients. Being able to evaluate a case 
from both sides is rare. This experience 
also allows him to respect his opponents.”

Jeff Scolaro, attorney with Daley Mohan 
Groble P.C., said that those who are in-
jured need attorneys who are as dedi-
cated as Naughton is to them. As Scolaro 
says, Naughton represents clients who 
have been hit with tragedies. They need a 
zealous advocate to fight for them. 

“Terry is a great lawyer,” Scolaro said. 
“When he was on the defense side, he 
always displayed an incredible talent for 
cutting to the heart of the matter and 
displayed a dedication to his clients that I 
know he has carried to his practice on the 
plaintiff side of the fence. Terry also was 
great at picking off claims that he knew 
the plaintiff counsel not prove, limiting 
the exposure for his clients. Terry’s expe-
rience as a defense attorney really helps 
him understand how attorneys think on 
both sides of the ‘v’.”

When not representing his clients, 
Naughton has been a busy member of the 
Chicago Bar Association and volunteer 
for the Knights of Columbus. He has also 
routinely given CLE presentations.

AGE
38

FIRM
Krzak Rundio Law 
Group, LLC

LAW SCHOOL
Valparaiso University 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Personal injury, 
trucking, construction, 
auto law

“

TERENCE NAUGHTON
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AGE  
39

FIRM
Romanucci & Blandin

LAW SCHOOL
William and Mary 
School of Law, 
Northwestern 
University School  
of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Personal injury, 
product liability, 
environmental and 
toxic torts

David is a very 
strong and 
insightful
lawyer”

David Neiman has been appointed to 
leadership positions helping direct 

the strategy in some of the biggest and 
most significant cases in the country. This 
includes his work representing the victims 
of Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 and the 
residents of Rockton, Illinois, who lost the 
use of their property following a massive 
industrial fire at the Chemtool Incorporat-
ed chemical plant in June of 2021. 

While these two cases have drawn 
headlines, Neiman, a partner with Chica-
go’s Romanucci & Blandin, has a long his-
tory of taking on big cases and delivering 
equally big wins for his clients.

What fuels this success? Neiman’s peers 
cite this young attorney’s deep knowledge 
of the law, his fierce work ethic, and his 
unwavering dedication to his clients. They 
also point to his courtroom presence and 
his ability to craft winning legal strategies. 

“David is a very strong and insightful law-
yer,” said Adam Levitt, partner with DiCello 
Levitt Gutzler. “Among his skills is his al-
most uncanny ability to get to the heart 
of a problem and propose meaningful and 
creative solutions to that problem. He’s 
also very skilled in working in large groups 
of lawyers, which, as a plaintiffs’-side law-
yer, is an important skill to have.”

One nominator, a judge before whom 
Neiman has appeared several times, said 
this young attorney has mastered the art 
of leading complex cases. He points to a 
case involving about 60 plaintiffs. Neiman 
effectively organized and led a coordinat-
ed response to discovery and settlement 
negotiations, the judge said. 

“David has shown outstanding skill in 
coordinating discovery and motion prac-
tice and has particularly distinguished 

himself in complex civil litigation involving 
multiple parties,” the judge said. 

Others cite Neiman’s ability to under-
stand when it makes more sense to go to 
trial and when a settlement is the better 
choice for his clients. This is a particular-
ly important skill for attorneys: Trials are 
expensive and time-consuming. Knowing 
when a settlement makes sense can save 
clients a significant amount of both stress 
and dollars.

“David has a very good sense of knowing 
when to fight and when to compromise,” 
said Ryan Stephan, partner and found of 
Stephan Zouras, LLP. “As an advocate for 
plaintiffs with a variety of interests and 
claims, this is both a critical and rare skill 
to have. And, regardless of the route or his 
opponent, David maintains a high level of 
professionalism, respect and ethics.”

Neiman also devotes time to his com-
munity. He was actively involved in the 
North Suburban Legal Aid Clinic, serv-
ing as this board’s chairman from 2017 
through 2019. Under Neiman’s leadership, 
the clinic expanded from a local legal aid 
clinic serving two communities to one 
that serves more than 10 in the areas of 
immigration, domestic violence and land-
lord and tenant issues. 

He is also actively involved on the 
board of directors for the Deerfield Park 
Foundation, which offers financial assis-
tance to those in need, serving as chair-
man of the board from 2020-2021. Nei-
man finds time, too, to serve on the audit 
and finance committee of Lambs Farm, an 
organization that provides vocational and 
residential services to adults with devel-
opmental disabilities.

DAVID NEIMAN
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MEGAN O’CONNOR

Results. That’s what Megan O’Connor, 
who practices medical malpractice 

law, has delivered during her still-young 
legal career. O’Connor’s most notable 
verdicts and settlements total nearly 
$100-million and many are on behalf of 
abused children. O’Connor has proven 
herself to be a tenacious and highly skilled 
legal advocate for those who are the most 
vulnerable. Her work has helped thou-
sands of Illinois children by highlighting 
need for significant reforms in the state’s 
foster care system.

The numbers tell the story. O’Connor 
served as second chair of a trial involv-
ing the death of a toddler as the result of 
the negligence of a child welfare agency. 
O’Connor’s work directing experts, inter-
viewing key witnesses and delivering the 
rebuttal, helped her client received a re-
cord-breaking $45 million verdict. 

O’Connor also helped her clients ob-
tain a $19.55 million settlement in a foster 
care abuse case, a $10.7 million verdict  
in a products liability trial, a $6 million  
verdict in a medical malpractice case 
where a failure to diagnose a significant 
brain bleed resulted in death, and a $6 
million default judgment in a medical mal-
practice case involving the failure to diag-
nose breast cancer.

Earlier this year, O’Connor was named 
a partner at Levin & Perconti after joining 
the firm in 2021.  Prior to that, O’Connor 
worked for several Chicago civil rights and 
personal injury law firms where her work 
included representing children in the fos-
ter care system as well as other medical 
malpractice and personal injury cases.  

“Megan has an outstanding record of 
obtaining justice for those she represents. 

She is a gifted young attorney,” said Steve 
Levin, co-founding partner of Levin & Per-
conti.  “Her success is fueled not just by her 
considerable legal skills and strong work 
ethic but also by the great empathy she 
feels for victims. That is what drives her.”

  Michael Slovis, managing partner of 
the Chicago office of law firm Cunning-
ham, Meyer & Vedrine, first met O’Connor 
eight years ago during her prosecution 
of a civil action involving the abuse and 
death of a child in foster care.

“In proving a case that looked impos-
sible on first review, Megan was able to 
improve the lives of so many foster chil-
dren and the system that governs their 
care,” Slovis said. “It was the most impact-
ful case development I have ever seen.  
She works tirelessly to better the lives of 
her clients.”

“Megan epitomizes what it means to 
be a stellar plaintiff’s lawyer; she excels 
in a field dominated by men,” said a Cook 
County Circuit Court Judge who Megan 
tried a case in front of. “She, without 
question, is worthy of this award.”

 Brian Monico, a personal injury attor-
ney at Hale & Monico also worked closely 
with O’Connor in the early years of her 
legal career when she worked for his firm. 
“Simply put, Megan is one of the best 
young lawyers out there. She can do it all,” 
said Monico. 

’Connor served as co-chair of the Le-
gally Moms Committee of the Women’s 
Bar Association of Illinois and on the or-
ganization’s Judicial Evaluation Commit-
tee. She is a member of the American 
Association for Justice and a member of 
the Women’s Caucus of the Illinois Trial 
Lawyers Association.

Megan epitomizes 
what it means to be 
a stellar plaintiff’s 
lawyer”
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Chicago - School  
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Plaintiff medical 
malpractice
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I can always trust 
Kristine to provide 
me with an honest 
and thoughtful 
discussion”  

What sets Kristine Reveille apart 
from her peers in the medical mal-

practice defense arena? Those who have 
worked with her and argued cases against 
her point to her ability to understand and 
explain complex medical and legal issues in 
a way that is relatable to everyone. 

They also cite her passion and deep 
knowledge of medical law. Combine that 
with a refusal to be outworked by anyone 
and a deep commitment to her clients? It's 
no wonder that Reveille has built a reputa-
tion as one of the top medical malpractice 
professionals in the city. 

“Kristine possesses a confident yet not 
arrogant way of communicating and advo-
cating her position,” said Gerald Bekkerman, 
founding partner of Chicago law firm  
Taxman Pollock Murray & Bekkerman. “She 
has a reputation for being intelligent yet 
reasonable without insulting your adver-
sarial position. She speaks candidly about 
the matters that she handles and can ar-
gue her position while focusing on the 
positives but also admitting the negatives.”

During her career, Reveille has earned 
several big victories for clients. This includes 
the positive result she won in a case involv-
ing a neurological injury. Reveille knew that 
the legal arguments presented by the plain-
tiff were difficult and required top experts 
and legal analysis to overcome. 

Reveille spent long hours crafting her 
arguments and brought in qualified ex-
perts to overcome the allegations. In the 
end? Thanks largely to Reveille's skill, she 
earned a positive result for her client. 

“I can always trust Kristine to provide 
me with an honest and thoughtful dis-
cussion on legal matters,” said Jessica 
Kray, manager of claims and litigation with 

Northwestern Memorial HealthCare. “Her 
analysis is never narrow-minded and con-
siders all arguments and strengths and 
weaknesses. Working with Kristine is a 
pleasure, and she has an extremely promis-
ing career in medical malpractice litigation 
and beyond.”

Reveille has appeared before Thom-
as Lyons, judge with the Circuit Court of 
Cook County, several times during her ca-
reer, both for trial and pre-trial settlement 
conferences. She also tried a complex 
medical malpractice jury trial to verdict in 
Lyons' courtroom. 

Lyons said that Reveille's legal skills were 
clear during this trial. And in the end? The 
jury found no liability against Reveille's 
doctor client. 

“She exemplifies professionalism and 
courtesy while zealously representing her 
clients,” Lyons said. “She is always well pre-
pared and is an example of what an attor-
ney should be.”

During her career, Reveille has remained 
active with the alumni organizations at 
both Northwestern University and Loyola 
University School of Law. This includes 
serving as a guest lecturer during Loyola's 
Practical Skills Bootcamp and its Litigation 
Seminar. She has also mentored law stu-
dents and recent graduates through the Il-
linois Supreme Court Mentoring Program.

Reveille has co-chaired her firm's Invest-
ing in Justice Campaign, a task that includ-
ed coordinating a large-scale fund-rais-
er with the Chicago Bar Foundation.  
In addition, she has volunteered with  
The Auxiliary Board of Northwestern  
Memorial Hospital in conjunction with  
the hospital's efforts to raise funds for 
cancer research.

KRISTINE REVEILLE
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“
A quick learner? That’s an apt descrip-

tion of commercial litigation special-
ist Jordan Rice. Dedicated, relentless and 
skilled? Those are good descriptors, too.

For proof, consider the experience of 
Richard Sanders, assistant general counsel 
with pipeline and infrastructure company 
Kinder Morgan. About three years ago, he 
hired Rice’s firm, MoloLamken, to repre-
sent Kinder Morgan in a series of disputes 
against several rail carriers. As Sanders 
says, this area of law involves a mixture of 
contractual and regulatory rights and ob-
ligations and is known as a complex and 
arcane niche. 

Before his involvement in the case, Rice 
had no experience with such disputes. As it 
turns out, that didn’t matter. 

“I was very impressed and slightly jeal-
ous of Jordan’s quick mastery of the sub-
ject matter,” Sanders said. “I was initially 
concerned that we were going to be ‘out 
gunned’ by the regulatory specialist at the 
railroads. Instead, Jordan and his team de-
cided on an aggressive litigation strategy 
that ultimately resulted in a very unexpect-
ed victory at the early stages on the case.”

During the case, Rice drafted a motion 
to dismiss the railroad’s pleadings, citing a 
combination of case law and surface trans-
portation rules. This motion educated the 
judge about the flaws in the rail carrier’s 
case. Once the motion to dismiss was 
granted, Kinder Morgan was able to nego-
tiate a favorable settlement. 

This type of success isn’t unusual for 
Rice. At a young age, he’s already built a 
reputation as one of the most reliable, and 
knowledgeable, commercial litigation spe-
cialists in the Chicago area.

Jacob Lesser, general counsel for the 
Municipal Securities Rulemaking Board, 
has also worked closely with Rice when 
the young attorney and his firm assisted 
the board with an issue involving complex 
legal research and analysis. 

Lesser said that Rice quickly and ele-
gantly resolved a series of legal questions 
that had previously consumed a significant 
amount of internal legal and executive 
resources at the board. In doing so, Rice 
drafted a memo that Lesser says remains 
as the definitive source of truth within the 
organization on a complicated legal issue. 

“His ability to describe arcane nuances 
of the law in language that both lawyers 
and executives can easily understand is un-
surpassed, in my experience, for lawyers at 
his experience level,” Lesser said.

Rice played a key role, too, in a case in 
which the U.S. Supreme Court adopted the 
position of the Office of the Indiana Attor-
ney General that the Patent Act’s method 
for appointing administrative patent judg-
es violated the U.S. Constitution’s Appoint-
ments Clause. 

James Barta, deputy solicitor general 
with the Office of the Indiana Attorney Gen-
eral, said that Rice was instrumental in craft-
ing several of the arguments that the court 
relied on when invalidating the statute. 

Outside of handling commercial cases, 
Rice serves his community.  He recent-
ly won a jury verdict in a federal trial on 
behalf of a pro bono client, and he played 
a key role in creating a partnership be-
tween his law firm and Genesys Works, an 
organization that offers career guidance 
for high school students in underserved 
communities.

AGE
33

FIRM
MoloLamken

LAW SCHOOL
Stanford Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Complex commercial 
litigation, trade secrets, 
white collar defense

His ability to 
describe arcane 
nuances of the law 
in language that 
both lawyers and 
executives can 
easily understand is 
unsurpassed”

JORDAN RICE
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Vincent brought to 
the table the right 
building blocks to 
succeed”

A true leader and litigator.  That’s how 
Vincent Rizzo’s peers describe this 

accomplished attorney, who represents 
clients in both Illinois and California in 
employment disputes, tort defense, and 
constitutional violations.

Why? Rizzo’s fellow lawyers point to 
his deep understanding of the law, strong 
work ethic, exceptional litigation skills, 
successful results, and ability to craft  
cost-effective solutions for his clients.  He 
was recognized as a “Notable LGBTQ Ex-
ecutive” by Crain’s Chicago Business, and 
regularly selected by his peers for inclu-
sion in Best Lawyers: Ones to Watch for 
Commercial Litigation and Labor and Em-
ployment Litigation. 

For example, Carmen Dorris, staff 
counsel for Stellantis, formerly Fiat Chrys-
ler, has seen Rizzo’s work up close as out-
side counsel.  She explained that he has 
successfully resolved several complex 
cases for the company.  “We regularly rely 
on his expertise in litigation and tort law,” 
Dorris said.  “He equally demonstrates 
poise and confidence among his peers, 
co-workers and colleagues.”

Jessica Griff with the City of Chicago 
Department of Law worked with Rizzo 
when he served as an Assistant Corpo-
ration Counsel.  The pair handled several 
Section 1983 cases together. Griff says that 
Rizzo’s litigation skills are unparalleled.  

In his time with the division, Rizzo suc-
cessfully resolved a number of challenging 
cases through motion, settlement, or trial. 
In fact, he tried several civil jury cases to 
defense verdict.   Today, Rizzo is dedicat-
ed outside counsel for the City, handling 
complex litigation. “He has developed a 

reputation in the field as an expert in the 
subject matter and as a fair and just attor-
ney,” Griff said.

Rizzo has also earned a reputation for 
giving back to his community.  Moses Su-
arez, partner at Chicago’s SmithAmund-
sen, and former President of LAGBAC, 
Chicago’s LGBTQ+ bar association has 
worked closely with Rizzo.  Rizzo is the 
current Vice-President of this bar associ-
ation and, as Suarez says, has been instru-
mental in its success and growth. 

An example? Working alongside the 
Alliance of Illinois Judges and LAGBAC, 
Rizzo planned and hosted a reception at 
his firm in honor of Judge Judith A. Rice 
for her promotion to presiding judge of 
the Domestic Violence Division of the Cir-
cuit Court of Cook County. He also host-
ed a reception at his firm for Judge Mary 
Rowland when she was appointed to the 
Illinois federal bench. 

Suarez says that Rizzo also regularly 
speaks on panels on topics such as Ti-
tle VII, ADA, and internal investigations, 
demonstrating his expertise in the field of 
employment law and litigation. He recent-
ly presented a CLE titled “LGBTQ+ Issues 
in the Workplace,” at the Illinois Public 
Employer Labor Relations Association’s 
2022 Annual Training Conference, and 
co-moderated a panel titled “LGBTQ+ Em-
ployment Law Roundup,” for Pride Month.

“Vincent’s leadership has helped con-
tinue LAGBAC’s efforts to bring aware-
ness to important LGBTQ+ issues,” Suarez 
said. “He is also a distinguished employ-
ment law attorney and litigator.  He is cer-
tainly recognized as a leader here in the 
Chicagoland area.”

VINCENT RIZZO   
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“
Driven to see her clients succeed, Chris-

tina Roupas possesses the knowledge, 
ambition and talent to achieve exceptional 
results – and should be recognized as one 
of the most respected corporate law spe-
cialists in Chicago. 

As a founding member of Cooley’s 
groundbreaking Chicago office, which 
opened in May 2021, Roupas has had a re-
markable impact on the firm’s local growth, 
setting the tone for the best-in-class law-
yers the firm has attracted since its launch. 
Her positive energy and enthusiasm – com-
bined with her tremendous skill set and 
keen communication dexterity – allow her 
to serve as a trusted mentor and colleague 
to countless individuals.

Before joining Cooley, Roupas was cap-
ital markets practice chair at Winston & 
Strawn, where Karen Weber, associate gen-
eral counsel at Cresco Labs, worked closely 
with her. Weber notes that Roupas’ ability 
to efficiently manage initial public offerings 
while inspiring confidence in everyone she 
works with sets her apart from the crowd, 
and calls her not only a great lawyer but 
also a great business adviser and partner 
to clients. 

“Regardless of what she has to sacrifice, 
Christina does what it takes to get the job 
done,” Weber explains. “She would run 
through a brick wall if it meant helping her 
client. No matter how substantial the task, 
Christina is up for the challenge.”

Without fail, Roupas makes all clients 
feel as if they are her top priority by listen-
ing carefully to their concerns, determin-
ing their goals, and working tirelessly to 
achieve them. “What is most impressive is 
her ability to deliver on-point, practical ad-
vice in a no-nonsense manner. She quickly 

grasps what a client needs and then deliv-
ers,” says former colleague Erin Stone. “It 
is clear she can handle any situation with 
grace and agility.”

“Her clients must feel like they are the 
most important people in the world under 
her watch,” says Lindsay Shake, associate 
general counsel at PEAK6. “She has the Mi-
das touch: Everything she works on is just 
very successful.”

Shake adds that one of the cornerstones 
of Roupas’ success is her ability to build 
strong relationships with her clients, not-
ing that she is not only talented but also 
exceedingly devoted to their successes. 

“Christina is incredibly efficient and 
straightforward, leaving no guesswork or 
questions for clients,” Shake explains. “It is 
not a stretch to say her clients absolutely 
love her.”

When not assisting clients and work-
ing to build out Cooley’s Chicago office, 
Roupas prioritizes giving back and serving 
her community. She’s an advisory board 
member for Big Careers Little Kids, a net-
work supporting women building careers 
while raising young children.

Roupas also serves on the planning 
committee for the Garrett Institute at 
Northwestern University. An advocate 
for continuing education, Roupas has 
long contributed to the many events the 
organization holds for the Chicago legal 
community.

“Though I witness Christina’s lawyering 
skills in a different setting than most, she 
consistently amazes me with her thorough, 
forward-thinking knowledge of corporate 
law,” says Juliann Cecchi, assistant dean of 
external partnerships for the Northwest-
ern Pritzker School of Law. 

It is not a stretch 
to say her clients 
absolutely love her”

AGE
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Cooley LLP

LAW SCHOOL
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corporate governance, 
real estate,  
capital markets

CHRISTINA ROUPAS
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She is quick on 
her feet and crafty 
when it comes to 
legal strategy”

ROYA SAMARGHANDI

Building a successful legal career is a 
challenge. Starting your own firm? 

That’s an even bigger task. But at the young 
age of 37, domestic relations and adoption 
law specialist Roya Samarghandi has al-
ready accomplished this. 

Samarghandi’s Carmel Law serves mod-
erate- and lower-income clients who might 
otherwise feel marginalized by the justice 
system. She takes on cases involving domes-
tic relations, criminal defense, adoptions, 
Orders of Protection and DCFS appeals. 
She is also a court appointed Guardian ad 
Litem and Child Representative on behalf of 
children in contested custody matters.

Jessica Bednarz, associate director of 
innovation and the Justice Entrepreneurs 
Project at the Chicago Bar Foundation, said 
that Samarghandi has long experimented 
with different pricing structures to make 
legal services affordable to a greater num-
ber of clients. 

Samarghandi offers set fees for her ser-
vices and does not bill by the hour. This 
helps clients with more modest incomes; 
they are often on a budget and need to 
know upfront whether they can afford  
legal help. 

 During her career, Samarghandi has 
proven that she is a talented litigator, one 
who routinely notches victories for her 
clients. She also works hard to craft settle-
ments that favor her clients, keeping them 
out of the courtroom. 

“Roya has the perfect mix of legal and 
emotional intelligence and savviness that 
allows her to truly empathize with her 
clients and develop a plan to reach their 
goals,” Bednarz said. “She is quick on her 
feet and crafty when it comes to legal strat-
egy, but also compassionate.”

Margaret Benson, executive director 
with Chicago Volunteer Legal Services, 
said that Samarghandi has been a constant 
presence with the organization, taking on a 
steady stream of pro bono family law cas-
es. This young attorney almost seems like 
another member of the family law staff for 
CVLS, Benson said. 

“Roya is at home in a courtroom,” Ben-
son said. “She embraces the practice of 
law and is a true litigator. She works hard 
to negotiate reasonable resolutions for her 
clients, especially for the children. However, 
she is well-versed in litigation and does not 
shy from a good fight.”

How committed is Samarghandi to her 
clients? Benson points to an example: Sa-
marghandi represented a female client in 
a divorce proceeding, replacing the client’s 
former attorney who had withdrawn from 
the case. Samarghandi quickly resolved the 
case favorably for her client. 

But Samarghandi wasn’t satisfied: Her cli-
ent’s former attorney filed a fee petition at 
the end of the case. Although not obligated 
to defend this petition, Samarghandi took on 
the challenge anyway. After several hearings, 
the petitioning attorney was referred to the 
Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Com-
mission and found that Samarghandi’s client 
did not owe the attorney any fees.

“She has a quiet confidence that serves 
her well,” said an associate judge of the 
domestic relations division of the Circuit 
Court of Cook County. “She is extremely 
knowledgeable on all fronts. More impor-
tantly, she has excellent rapport with her 
clients. She seeks to create fair resolutions 
for them and the families involved. She also 
has the respect and trust of the attorney 
community. She is a rising star. "
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His knowledge of 
our industry paired 
with his exceptional 
talent as a legal 
mind gives me 
extreme comfort 
that I am working 
with the right 
person”

SCOTT SCHONFELD

Some attorneys just have the secret 
sauce.  At only 36, Scott has already 

established himself as one of the top “go-
to” transactional attorneys representing 
major hospitality companies and celebrity 
chefs in Chicago and across the country.  
His restaurant clients rely on Schonfeld 
not only for his exceptional legal talent 
but also his unique ability to structure and 
close creative transactions.  

Ethan Samson, Vice President and Dep-
uty General Counsel at Lettuce Entertain 
You Restaurants, said that Schonfeld has 
a knack for identifying  key issues that 
hospitality and restaurant businesses face 
and finding the most efficient solutions to 
their problems. 

“Scott has expressed a unique talent 
for understanding our industry and busi-
ness, and weaves that wonderfully into his 
position as outside legal counsel,” Sam-
son said. “His knowledge of our industry 
paired with his exceptional talent as a legal 
mind gives me extreme comfort that I am 
working with the right person when I’m 
working with Scott.”

In addition to being a leading hospital-
ity lawyer, Scott maintains an expansive 
general transactional practice, with an 
emphasis upon mergers and acquisitions, 
securities matters, general corporate 
matters, emerging company representa-
tions, and commercial real estate transac-
tions. It’s proven to be a winning formula. 

“Scott has uniquely distinguished him-
self in the area of hospitality law as one 
of the leading attorneys in that space in 
Chicago,” said Donovan Borvan, Partner 
at Chicago’s Webster Law Partners. “That 
itself would be sufficiently impressive at 
his age, but he also maintains a sophisti-
cated and expansive general practice.”

Ateet Adhikari, Chief Operating Offi-
cer and General Counsel with Chicago’s 
ShopRunner, said that Schonfeld has been 
invaluable to him as he works to help 
grow his company. 

Schonfeld’s legal advice played a key 
role in helping ShopRunner negotiate a 
contract with a major blockchain part-
ner. This contract included complex busi-
ness and intellectual property elements. 
Adhikari said that Schonfeld “was a wiz-
ard” in helping ShopRunner navigate this 
business relationship.

“Scott has been an incredible thought 
partner on a number of business and le-
gal matters over the past several years,” 
Adhikari said. “His real estate and cor-
porate guidance was invaluable through-
out our growth as a company, includ-
ing employee growth, location growth, 
fund-raising and ultimately the sale of the 
company.”

Despite his busy career, Schonfeld also 
serves his community. He is passionate 
about assisting start-up companies, work-
ing with The Garage, Northwestern Uni-
versity’s start-up accelerator, where he 
counsels start-ups at every stage of the 
corporate lifecycle. 

Pro bono work is also important to 
Schonfeld. Frank Eichenlaub, a Partner at 
Polsinelli PC, said Schonfeld has made a 
big impact through this work. 

“Scott has devoted a meaningful por-
tion of his legal practice to pro bono work, 
creatively combining his expertise in the 
hospitality industry with the needs of the 
community,” Eichenlaub said. “ The need 
for his pro-bono representation was mag-
nified during the COVID-19 pandemic.”

Scott Schonfeld clearly has a recipe  
for success.
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He is one of the 
best and brightest 
young lawyers out 
there”

MATTHEW SIMS

Since becoming a Plaintiff’s attorney 
just 8 years ago, Matt Sims has already 

notched numerous multi-million-dollar 
recoveries, earning a reputation as a plain-
tiff’s attorney to watch. 

Some examples? Sims recently earned 
a $6.6 million jury verdict in federal 
court as lead trial attorney for an iron-
worker injured at an assembly plant, far 
exceeding the $250,000 offer. Last year,  
Sims as lead counsel won the highest  
reported compensatory recovery in Illi-
nois for a hand amputation: $4.3 million. 
The recovery was even more remark-
able considering his client’s hand was  
successfully reattached.

Prior to that, Sims recovered $2 million 
in Winnebago County as lead counsel for 
a client who broke his ankle slipping on ice 
outside a factory. In Hancock County, he 
earned a record-setting $2.25 million as 
lead counsel for a client who suffered a 
broken leg and burns in a case with signif-
icant liability challenges. In another case, 
Sims and his colleagues won $7.5 million 
for workers lead-poisoned in a shipyard. 

It’s results like this that have helped 
Sims build a thriving plaintiff’s career  
and spurned involvement with high- 
profile matters. 

“He is one of the best and brightest 
young lawyers out there,” said William 
Gibbs, partner with Corboy & Demetrio 
in Chicago. “Bright, diligent, devoted 
and highly skilled, Matt Sims possesses 
all the characteristics of an exceptional  
trial lawyer.”

As more evidence, consider the 
work Sims recently turned in as court 

designated lead counsel in a refinery 
explosion case in federal court. As lead 
counsel, he led a prosecution team that 
handled all injury cases for numerous 
workers and community members in-
jured in the explosion. He and his team 
successfully brought all of these cases to 
confidential resolutions, with efficiency, 
empathy, and passion. Before his refinery 
case, Sims served as co-lead counsel in 
the crash of US Airways Flight 1702, liti-
gated in Philadelphia, which successfully 
resolved just before trial. 

Sims’ work on high profile matters 
continues. Presently, Sims and a firm col-
league represent several families in the 
Boeing MAX/Ethiopian Airlines Flight 302 
litigation, where he serves as a member of 
the court appointed Plaintiff’s Executive 
Committee. Sims is also representing cli-
ents in the Henry Pratt Mass Shooting and 
the Highland Park Parade Mass Shooting.

Sims’ partners and colleagues say he 
is a zealous advocate whom no one out-
works. They add that few lawyers possess 
the encyclopedic knowledge of relevant 
case law that Sims brings to his cases. 

Michael Mullen, shareholder with Chi-
cago’s Kralovec & Marquard, faced Sims in 
a serious product liability wrongful death 
case. He was left impressed with Sims’ 
abilities: “I am a 40-year defense lawyer 
who over the years has gone to verdict 
against the best Chicago has to offer 
in serious personal injury and wrongful 
death cases. This being the case, I can 
state without hesitation that Matt is des-
tined to be a member of that elite group 
of plaintiff attorneys.”
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“
Elizabeth Thompson’s peers describe 

her as a true professional, one who 
provides her clients with the highest lev-
el of legal representation. Her mastery 
of her field, dedication to her clients and 
ability to consistently craft winning strate-
gies explains why Thompson has so quickly 
become one of the most respected con-
dominium and community association 
specialists in Chicago’s legal community. 

Her peers say, too, that Thompson is a 
formidable adversary in the courtroom, 
one who immediately commands respect 
from opposing counsel. 

“Elizabeth is extremely smart, focused, 
dedicated, personable and hard-working,” 
said Elinor Murarova with Duane Morris 
LLP. “Those strengths shine through in her 
written work product, oral advocacy and 
all other aspects of her practice.” 

Thompson has carved out her own 
niche serving community associations. 
She advises and represents these clients in 
dispute resolutions, enforcement matters 
and legal issues on matters such as financ-
ing, board management and the Illinois 
laws that govern community associations.

Thompson also focuses her practice on 
appellate law, having litigated numerous 
appeals in the Illinois Appellate and Su-
preme Courts and in the Seventh, Eighth, 
Eleventh and Federal Circuit Courts of Ap-
peal. Thompson is experienced in briefing 
and arguing appeals in these courts.

One nominator with a governmental 
entity has frequently worked with Thomp-
son, who has served the entity as an out-
side counsel on four significant matters: 
defense of a wrongful death lawsuit, two 
insurance coverage disputes and one 

threatened federal lawsuit. This nominator 
said that Thompson helped the govern-
ment body achieve highly favorable results 
on three of the matters and is now working 
toward a similar outcome on the fourth. 

“Her intellect, strategic thinking and 
analytical skills, demeanor and personal 
qualities, sound judgment and strong work 
ethic paid dividends on the prior matters 
she handled for us and are also yielding 
positive results on the current matter,” 
the nominator said. “Particularly notewor-
thy are her strong written advocacy skills, 
which reflect thought leadership and clari-
ty of thinking; her unassuming, highly pro-
fessional, and cordial demeanor; and her 
sincerity, all of which help resolve conflicts 
while concurrently furthering her clients’ 
best interests.”

Thompson’s peers and clients have both 
recognized her talents. She was the 2022 
recipient of the Illinois Local Government 
Lawyers Association Litigation Award for 
her work on the case McCaffrey v. Village 
of Hoffman Estates, a critical appellate de-
cision for municipalities. 

Through Thompson’s work on that 
case, the Village of Hoffman Estates and 
other municipalities will be able to realize 
annual savings related to health insurance 
premiums. They can then redirect those 
dollars towards other programs that di-
rectly benefit the community.

Thompson is also committed to her 
community. She serves on the Board of 
Directors for the Community Associations 
Institute-Illinois and sits on the hiring com-
mittee at her firm. She also volunteers with 
her firm’s Women’s Development Initiative 
and is active with her children’s pre-school. 

AGE
39

FIRM
Saul Ewing Arnstein  
& Lehr LLP

LAW SCHOOL
Chicago-Kent  
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Condominium 
and community 
associations/appellate

Elizabeth is 
extremely smart”

ELIZABETH THOMPSON



“

2022 ILLINOIS 
ATTORNEYS TO WATCH

He takes great 
pride in his work 
and representing 
his clients”

AGE
35

FIRM
Taxman Pollock Murray 
and Bekkerman

LAW SCHOOL
DePaul University 
College of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Plaintiff personal injury

Jonathan Treshansky is known for 
passionately fighting for his clients. 

And he earns the trust of these clients by  
approaching each of them with honesty 
and integrity. 

Results matter, too, of course, especial-
ly in the competitive specialty of plaintiffs 
personal injury. Fortunately, Treshansky 
shines there, too, routinely earning signifi-
cant victories for his clients. 

One example? Lindsay Grass with the 
Department of Homeland Security points 
to one case in particular. In it, Treshansky 
earned a verdict of more than $1 million 
for his client in a challenging medical mal-
practice lawsuit. 

As Grass says, Treshansky worked this 
case “from the bones up to success.”

David Hickey with Whitson-Owen &  
Olsen recently opposed Treshansky in a 
personal injury case that eventually settled 
in mediation. Hickey said that Treshansky 
positioned the case for resolution quickly 
and effectively, which benefitted both his 
and Hickey’s clients. 

“Ever since I met Jon it was clear that 
he takes great pride in his work and repre-
senting his clients,” Hickey said. “I regular-
ly see the results he gets on cases he takes 
to trial or settles. I read that he went to 
trial on behalf of a 90-plus-year-old client, 
resulting in a record verdict, which was no 
surprise to me knowing how much pride 
and dedication Jon puts into his work.”

Meiko Ogura, shareholder with John-
son & Bell, has faced off in the courtroom 
against Treshansky, too. And she, too, has 
come away impressed with his ability to 
quickly identify the best strategies for his 
clients and craft creative ways to earn 
winning results. 

“Jon was extremely diligent on the case 
we had together,” Ogura said. “Because of 
his hard work, he crafted a strategy early 
on, developed and honed it throughout 
the litigation and received a successful 
verdict at trial. Jon is intelligent, diligent 
and persistent. With these qualities, he 
serves his clients well.”

Treshansky has compiled a long list of 
successful results for his clients, includ-
ing a  $3.0 million dollar settlement for a 
client who sustained a significant leg lac-
eration and fractured wrist from a porch 
collapse; a $1.8 million dollar settlement 
for a client who sustained a fractured arm 
after falling off a piece of exercise equip-
ment at a gym; a $1.6 million settlement 
for a client who fell on ice outside of her 
chiropractor’s office, fracturing her ankle 
and subsequently developing Complex 
Regional Pain Syndrome; a 1.365 million 
dollar verdict on behalf of a 98 year old 
woman in a medical malpractice case, and 
a $1.5 million settlement for the estate of 
a 74-year-old woman who was killed in a 
semi-tractor collision. Treshansky also 
earned a settlement of $1.1 million shortly 
before trial for a client involved in a low-
speed, low-impact auto collision. 

“I find Jonathan’s skills, professionalism, 
honestly and, importantly, ethics to be ex-
emplary,” said Julie Busch, trial lawyer and 
shareholder with Johnson and Bell. “He 
handles himself to that of a long-stand-
ing, well-qualified attorney who handles 
every instance in litigation with class and 
respect for the other side. I respect him 
highly, mainly for the fairness and ethics 
he exudes against his opposing counsel. 
He is incredibly skilled in the courtroom, 
depositions and hearings and represents 
his clients to the highest level.”

JONATHAN TRESHANKSY
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“

AGE
39 

FIRM
Jenner & Block

LAW SCHOOL
New York University 
School of Law

AREA OF PRACTICE
Government 
intellectual property; 
antitrust, complex 
commercial litigation

Choosing the right 
battles to fight  
to ultimately win 
the case”

A Creative problem-solver. A rigorous 
mind. A meticulous debater. Kind 

and compassionate.
These are the ways in which Shaun Van 

Horn’s colleagues describe him. And no 
wonder: he has already built a track re-
cord of success that would be the envy 
of many litigators with far more years  
of experience.  

During the last 14 years at Jenner & 
Block, Van Horn has handled everything 
from life science patent litigation, complex 
commercial disputes and government 
contracts to IP licensing and antitrust is-
sues in courts and arbitrations through-
out the country. He is also a thought lead-
er, having written and edited numerous 
publications involving these topics. Van 
Horn’s matters frequently involve interna-
tional clients with cross-border disputes. 
But no matter how complex his cases, Van 
Horn has that rare ability to drill down to 
the essence of what his clients most need.  
A skill likely honed as one of the nation’s 
top collegiate debaters.

“He is intellectually curious and has a 
wide range of knowledge and interests,” 
said Sofia Biller, compliance counsel for 
thyssenkrupp.” Shaun is able to synthesize 
this vast repertoire, which allows him to 
provide unique perspectives on legal and 
business problems. It also makes him a 
creative problem solver.”

Van Horn has assisted Biller in a com-
plicated matter involving an issue of first 
impression. Biller said that Van Horn’s 
creativity and intellectual mind were  
instrumental in developing solutions in 
that case.

Giovanni DiLuca, legal operations man-
ager with Amazon, calls Van Horn the 
hardest-working attorney he’s met. He 
also refers to Van Horn as a tireless advo-
cate for his clients. 

As an example, DiLuca cites two im-
portant and challenging matters on which 
he and Van Horn worked together. “No 
one, not even the client, believed a fa-
vorable result was possible, except for 
Shaun,” DiLuca said. “Shaun stood alone, 
adamant that we were on the right side 
of the law.”

Turns out, Van Horn was right. He guid-
ed the case to victory, and in the process 
set new precedent in cross-border patent 
litigation. According to DiLuca, Van Horn 
“provided simple solutions to complex is-
sues, picking and choosing the right bat-
tles to fight to ultimately win the case.” 

And while Van Horn has built a busy 
career in complex IP and commercial lit-
igation, he’s also devoted significant time 
to pro bono work. Omar Jafri, a plain-
tiffs-side securities fraud litigator with 
the Chicago office of Pomerantz LLP, said 
that he and Van Horn worked together to 
defeat the State’s attempt to seek a su-
pervisory order from the Illinois Supreme 
Court that sought to deny their client’s 
right to seek an evidentiary hearing. 

“Shaun is what I consider an all-round-
er: excellent analytical skills, superb writ-
ing skills and terrific trial advocacy skills 
with a great presence in the courtroom,” 
Jafri said. “It is possible for lawyers to ex-
cel at one of these categories, but very 
rare for a lawyer to be excellent at each. 
Shaun is that rare lawyer.

SHAUN VAN HORN
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AGE
35

FIRM
Hughes Socol Piers 
Resnick & Dym

LAW SCHOOL
Stanford Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Whistleblower and  
civil rights cases

Charlie is a 
highly creative 
lawyer using 
whistleblower, 
anti-discrimination 
and other laws to 
achieve results for 
clients”

Charlie Wysong has been practicing 
law for a relatively short time. That 

hasn’t stopped him from earning several 
major victories for his clients. And some 
of these victories have advanced case law. 

Some examples? He earned a $13 million 
settlement for a physician whistleblower 
in a False Claims Act in which the gov-
ernment declined to intervene. Wysong 
also won a unanimous victory for a whis-
tleblower in a case that reached the Illinois 
Supreme Court, upholding a key Illinois 
statute against insurance fraud. 

Wysong also advocated for five wom-
en who were excluded from working as 
paramedics for the City of Chicago Fire 
Department because of discriminatory 
physical tests. He recovered more than 
$10 million for his clients in this case. 

While these results are impressive, 
they aren’t surprising to Wysong’s peers. 
They say that no one works harder  
than Wysong, is more committed to 
his clients or is more passionate about  
fighting injustices. 

“Charlie is a highly creative lawyer us-
ing whistleblower, anti-discrimination and 
other laws to achieve results for clients,” 
said Chirag Badlani, executive director of 
the Alphawood Foundation, a Chicago 
non-profit that awards grants to organiza-
tions in and around Chicago.

Chirag pointed to Wysong’s work rep-
resenting a youth hockey player who was 
expelled by her hockey team because of a 
mental health condition. Wysong secured 
the student’s return to hockey and is now 
pursuing one of the first club-sports cases 
under Illinois discrimination laws. 

Wysong has also represented and coun-
seled hundreds of students from early 

childhood programs through higher ed-
ucation in disability accommodation, dis-
crimination and discipline cases without 
having a single client expelled. 

Steve Levin, founder and senior part-
ner at Chicago law firm Levin & Per-
conti, is working with Wysong now on a 
class-action lawsuit. He said he has been 
impressed by Wysong’s legal skills, work 
ethic and ability to draft creative solutions. 

“Charlie has been an instrumental part 
in this case and is very organized and thor-
ough,” Levin said. “He has a track record 
of using a creative lawyering approach to 
paint a story when advocating for his cli-
ents. He has exhibited a maturity way be-
yond his years and I look forward to seeing 
him continue to grow as an attorney.”

Juliet Berger-White, deputy general 
counsel and chief compliance officer for 
the Office of Governor J.B. Pritzker, has 
also been impressed with Wysong’s work. 
She pointed to a case in which Wysong 
represented a Nevada whistleblower who 
was fighting hospice fraud. Wysong earned 
a successful Fair Claims Act settlement for 
this client as part of a $54 million global set-
tlement with a healthcare provider. 

“Charlie has many unique and exception-
al lawyering skills, all of which make him a 
perfect candidate for this award,” Berg-
er-White said. “Charlie has used creative 
lawyering to tell his clients’ stories and to 
advocate for them using whistleblowing, 
anti-discrimination and other laws.”

Wysong doesn’t hesitate to volunteer 
his time for his profession and communi-
ty. He is a board member and co-chair of 
the Professional Development and Budget 
committees for the National Employment 
Lawyers Association of Illinois.

CHARLIE WYSONG
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He is thorough, 
deliberate and 
exhaustive”

“

AGE
37

FIRM
Zayed Law Offices

LAW SCHOOL
University of Notre 
Dame Law School

AREA OF PRACTICE
Personal injury and 
medical malpractice

ADAM J. ZAYED

Adam Zayed and his firm, Zayed Law 
Offices, have recovered more than 

$50 million in awards for clients. Zayed 
established the practice in 2009 and has 
shaped Zayed Law Offices into a thriving 
personal injury practice that is currently 
handling hundreds of millions of dollars in 
personal injury, wrongful death, and med-
ical malpractice cases. 

That is impressive at any age, but even 
more impressive when you consider that 
Zayed is only 37 years old and is still in the 
early innings of his legal career. 

Propelled by a desire to win cases for 
clients at trial, Zayed Law Offices has 
grown into a four-lawyer trial firm that is 
indisputably handling some of the largest 
and most important personal injury cases 
in the State. He and his team have handled 
dozens of trials.

“Adam started his law firm from 
scratch,” said John (Jack) Brill, Partner 
at Harter Secrest & Emery LLP’s Buffalo, 
New York office. “Over the years, [Zayed 
Law Offices] has developed into a great 
firm in the field of wrongful death, med-
ical malpractice and personal injury law. 
He has achieved momentous results for 
clients. He works tirelessly on behalf of  
his clients.”

Zayed's peers say that he is constantly 
looking for ways to better serve his clients. 
This includes testing theories, as well as 
case messaging with his peers. One nomi-
nator said that Zayed would prefer to talk 
about the law over all other subjects.

“He is thorough, deliberate and exhaus-
tive,” this nominator said. “I have always 
marveled at his laser focus. His commit-
ment does not lie in creating a successful 
business. His commitment and focus truly 
lies in quality client representation, mak-
ing sure he is committed to his clients' 
needs and goals.”

Sang Yup Lee, Director of Development 
for the Chicago Bar Foundation, said that 
few attorneys are as committed to their 
clients as Zayed. 

“Adam is passionate about justice,” Lee 
said. “The way he talks about the clients 
he helps and what they face reminds me 
of the many legal aid/access-to-justice at-
torneys with whom I get to work. He now 
makes a good living helping people fight 
against powerful forces, but it has taken 
him years of hard work to get to where he 
is today. I am impressed by his dedication 
to his clients and to his craft, and I am very 
happy for his success.”

Zayed is an active member of local, 
county, state, and national law associa-
tions. His writing has been featured in a 
variety of legal publications, including, 
Trial Journal of the Illinois Trial Lawyers 
Association, for whom he has also served 
as invited speaker. Zayed has appeared 
on CBS, WBBM, and WGN among oth-
er media outlets to offer legal opinions. 
Notably, Zayed also has an MBA from the 
University of Chicago Booth School of 
Business with a focus on Marketing, Eco-
nomics, and Behavioral Science.
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40 UNDER FORTY

Since 2000, Chicago Lawyer's Forty Under 40 program has honored just under 700 up and coming leaders in our legal community.  
Many of our alumni are the guiding forces behind the notable legal accomplishments that have shaped our city, state and nation.

2000
Arkebauer, Evelyn C.  
Aronovitz, Cory J.  
Barnes II, Earl J.   
Behn, Michael I.   
Bickel, Roger H.  
Braun, Bruce R.   
Cali-Grabow, Joni M.  
Castro, Martin R.  
Cipriano, Renee  
Conti, Karen  
Dolan, Martin A.  
Heffernan, William P.  
Hughes, Patrick D.  
Kasper, Michael J.  
Katz, P. Andre  
Kaufman, Daniel A.  
Konicek, Daniel F.  
Kroll, Jeffrey J.  
Leovy, John M.  
Levin, Richard I.  
Levitt, Adam J.  
Lyons, Francis X.   
Mahoney, Michael G.  
McGough, Brian E.  
Morkin, Michael L.  
Muriel, Robert H.  
Napleton, Robert J.  
Nijman, Jennifer T.  
O’Hagan, Kevin M.  
Piland, John C.  
Pinkert-Lieb, Karen  
Schollett, Lyn M.  
Sciaccotta, John C.  
Stone, Susan A.  
Strauss, Peter J.
Tomasik, Timothy S.  
VanFleet, Joseph B.   
Wachowski, Peter C.  
Zimmerman, Thomas A Jr.
Zouras, James B. 
 

2001
Aeschliman, Ronald R.   
Block, Janice L.   
Bro, Ruth H.    
Bryant, Beverly C.  
Burke, Helen M.   
Carney, Thomas M.  
Cavanagh, Timothy J.  
Conway, Michael P. 
Davis, Leslie D.   
Drumke, Michael W.   
Ettelson, Bruce I.   
Glaser, D. Louis   
Golden, Kevin J.   
Harris, Martin 
Karnezis, John T.  
Kaveny, Elizabeth A.  
Krzak, Michael S.   
Larson, Anne E.   
LeVee, Janet S.  
Martin, Craig C.   
McCrohon, Craig   
McDonald, Sally J.   
Mendenhall, Samuel   
Murphy, Eugene E. Jr.  
Nisivaco, John L.   
O’Connor, Daniel V.  
Oldenburg, Anne M. 
Rich, Allegra R.   
Robinson, Daniel A.   
Roth, Mitchell S.  
Rubinstein, Javier H.   
Ryan, W. Michael   
Schaffer, David S.  
Simmons, John  
Smith, Leslie M.   
Soffer, Gil M. 
Stamatakos, Philip S.   
Taylor, Barry C.   
Thompson, Steve J.   
Wise, David C. 

2002
Bartholomy, Erin P.  
Berman, Debbie L.   
Block, Bradley S.  
Bloom, Ilene L.  
Bonoma, David A.  
Collins, John P.  
Dudley, J. Matthew  
Dussias, Dean S.  
Duston, Thomas  
Ehlers, Elizabeth Bacon  
Enright, Karen M.  
Fowkes, Scott W.  
Friedman, Peter M.  
Gamrath, Celia G.  
Geerdes, Lynn  
Georges, Mara S.  
Glaves, Bob  
Goldstein, Robert G.  
Haase, Kerryann M.  
Hill, Gregory Q.  
Hurst, James F.  
Kotin, Daniel M.  
Lane, Scott D.  
Levinson, Kenneth  
Lynch, John P. Jr. 
Marrinson, Thomas A.  
Masters, Douglas N.  
McNabola, Ted  
Nakos, Telly C.  
Nicolaides, Richard H. Jr. 
O’Brien, Jill P. 
O’Donnell, Ger P.  
Ohlms, Todd J.  
Quinlan, William J.  
Rhatigan, Timothy P.   
Richardson, Timothy M.  
Rooney, John   
Scimeca, Colleen  
Stearney, Ronald A. Jr. 
Whiting, Timothy 
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2003
Budzinski, Elizabeth M.  
Clewis, Scott R. 
Coladipietro, Franco A.  
Colpoys, Lisa  
Conforti, Gregory D.  
Cramer, Michael H.  
Dakoff, Howard S.  
Dixon, G. Grant III  
Durbin, Mark  
Ehlman, Todd J.  
Fagan, Shawn F.  
Falk, R. Scott 
Frank, Joseph D.  
Goldberg, Michael K.  
Graham, Douglas A.  
Hart, Brett J.  
Hoffman, Kenneth A.  
Johnson, Mark L.  
King, Alan     
Kirschner, Daniel  
Masciopinto, Anthony J.  
Michael, David N.  
Morrissey, Frank 
Nadler, James A.
Nash, Brian   
O’Connor, Karen J.  
O’Donnell, Margo Wolf  
O’Reilly, Kevin E.  
Patterson, Chaka M.  
Prangle, Michael E.  
Roach, James P.  
Rowden, Todd A.  
Ruiz, Jesse H.  
Shannon, Robert T.  
Sullivan, John P.  
Swartzmeyer, Sarah  
Ventrelli, Anita M.  
Warren, Morrison C. 
Weinberg, Neil H.  
Weiss, Robert M. 

2004
Addy, Meredith Martin  
Burke, Matthew  
Burke, Jennifer A.  
Connelly, Matthew P. 
Cotter, Daniel A.  
Crawford, Cathryn S.
Drobny, Dane A.  
Fields, Barry E.  
Freeman, Kevin L.  
Gonzalez, Dawn    
Hanahan, Michael J.  
Harmon, Meighan A.  
Johns, LaVon   
Jochner, Michelle M.  
Kasserman, Shawn S.
Kerwin, Brian P.  
Kipnis, Robert S.  
Kopecky, James L.  
Koski, John C.   
Kramer, Samuel G.  
Krippner, Timothy L.  
Lee, John Z.
Leonard, Michael  
Martin, Laura Keidan  
Mohr, Phillip J.  
Muir, John Stewart  
Murnane, Mark C.  
Nehs, W. Scott  
Niro, Raymond P. Jr.  
O’Shaughnessy, Patrick S.  
Pugh, Preston L.   
Ray, Timothy  
Sanchez, Vincent A.  
Singer, Eric L.  
Slovis, Michael R.  
Sterling, Hillard M.  
Torosian, Jeffrey S.  
Walsh, Matthew P. II 
Warren, Todd Robert 
Willens, Matthew L. 

2005
Auerbach, Nicole Nehama  
Bilimora, Neville M.   
Blonder, Steven P.  
Bloomer, Andrew B.  
Chu, Michael P.  
Cox, John F.  
Darrow, John A.  
Dillon, Erika 
Duffy, John J.  
Dzik, Katherine L.
Farkas, Alan L.  
Gamrath, Robert L. III  
Goldstein, Harley J. 
Gómez, Verónica  
Koenigsberger, Michael F. 
Laudeman, Kirk  
Letchinger, John S.  
Liljestrand, Craig T.  
Liss, Laura Shroyer
Lona, Marie A.  
Lumb, Kenneth T.  
Mackoff, Myron F.  
Mann, Monte L.  
Marsh, Jordan Eric  
McAndrews, Matthew G.  
McCaulley, Richard T. Jr. 
McLawhorn, Todd L.  
Merrell, Dina  
Meyer, Derek (Rick)  
Mitchell, Raymond W.  
Riback, Adam B.  
Richardson, Travis  
Seward, Renata Szczygiel  
Smeltzer, Robert H.  
Spesia, John M.  
Thompson, Pia N.  
Viner, Anne E.
Weinstein, Mitchell D.  
White, Lawrence E.  
Wood, P. Shawn  

ALUMNI THROUGH THE YEARS
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ALUMNI THROUGH THE YEARS

2006
Cohen, Leslee M.  
DeMarte, Luke  
Donati, Peter F.  
Donati, Victoria L.  
Drazdys, Vilia M. 
Ellis, Robert B.  
Garetto, Janet M.  
Gill, Michael Thomas  
Hill, Lawrence N.  
Hunt, LaShonda A.  
Kimbarovsky, Ross E.  
Kotz, Jennifer Dillon  
Kriha, Darcy L.  
Lacey, Gregory L.  
Lakin, Brad  
Leinberger, Karl G.  
Loevy, Jon  
Madigan, Daniel T.  
Marszewski, Tom  
Mitchell, Stephen S.
Mogul, Alyssa  
Moynihan, Michael A.  
Mulroy, Thomas R. III  
Naar, Sonya D.   
Nahrstadt, Bradley C. 
Navarre, James P.  
Pauling, Gerald L. II  
Pelletier, Dean A.  
Potts, J. Ryan  
Remus, Mark H.  
Rin-Laures, Li-Hsien (Lily)  
Rosenblatt, Brian A.  
Ryan, Bridget Healy  
Sacks, Eric A.  
Stanton, Patrick T.  
Stoltmann, Andrew  
Vance, Geoffrey A.  
Wilson, Mary G.  
Wood, Bari D.  
Zimring, Jon

2007
Albritton, Douglas A. 
Amari, Katherine A.  
Anderson, Michele C.  
Ayala-Bermejo, Karina  
Berkowitz, Sean M.  
Bernstein, Moria  
Blum, David C.  
Blumberg, Jeff  
Boykin, Richard R.  
Braun, Scott D.  
Brown, Mark A.  
Dinizulu,Yao O.  
Eulgen, Lee J.  
Feinberg, Mitchell S.  
Fruehling, Keith E.  
Galasso, Mark C.  
Girard, Ellen M.  
Gollwitzer, Arthur III  
Gottshall, Justine Y.   
Hamill, John J. Jr.  
Hoste, Peter D.  
Jacobson, Ryan B.  
Kohut, Michelle M.  
Kujawa, Michael E.  
Lee, Sang-yul   
Mann, Gregory B.  
McNulty, Shannon M.  
Nuttall, James R.  
Prendergast, Jean M
Pipal, Susan A.  
Pravacek, Jody  
Rasmussen, Mark D.  
Rundio, Matthew M. 
Rupe, Michael C. 
Sandberg, Craig M.  
Schulman, Eric L.  
Scott, Kenyana M.  
Som, Sonya  
Sukhman, Alexander M.  
Taylor, Jeffrey S. 

2008
Adess, Jason  
Bernstein, Robert  
Bresney, Todd  
Camerlingo, Pepi  
Dahlin, Jay  
D’Amore, Stephen  
DeHayes, Karina  
Ellenbecker, Stephen  
Feeney, Daniel  
Fisher, Ian  
Garr, Anne  
Goel, Asheesh  
Harlin, Michael   
Herrington, Elizabeth  
Huber, David  
Hudson, Nathalina 
Hunter, Steven  
Kamin, Kim  
Kanovitz, Michael  
Kimrey, Blaine  
Klein, Margot  
Lastre, Leopold  
Malitz, Steven  
Mannarino, Craig  
McCabe, Daniel  
Miller, Matthew S.  
Miller, Richard L.  
O’Flaherty, Tracy  
Onixt, Micah  
Pillsbury, Andrew  
Ruiz, Michele  
Shaw, Anne  
Siwik, Christine  
Squillace, Craig  
Stone, Mona   
Storino, John  
Tumialan, Rosa  
Vlahakis, James  
Webb, Jill  
Zinman, Lance 
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2009
Aiken, Alicia L. 
Anderson, John C.  
Apicella, Kenneth C. 
Blake, Jenny O. 
Bruce, Devon C. 
Cashmere, Ed 
Cibulskis, Julie L. 
Edelson, Jay 
Fardy, Stephen 
Ferguson, Thomas H. 
Gibbs, William T. 
Goldberg, Andrew S. 
Gordon, Mitchell 
Groetkin, Troy A. 
Hammer, Aaron 
Hurst, Brian J. 
Iorio-Power, Sandra 
Kawashima, Neil 
Kirsch, Thomas L. 
Kozminski, Brian 
Lawless, Michelle A. 
McCoy, Joseph Q. 
Moskowitz, Keith 
Nicgorski, Alan   
Oberts, William B.  
O’Connor, Gail M. 
Richards, Dave J. 
Rock, John J.  
Russell, Delisa     
Santiago, Beatrice 
Scruggs, Lisa  
Scudder, Michael 
Shallcross, Brian S. 
Shaw, Michael B. 
Shonkwiler, John 
Spingola, Peter 
Stanton, Aaron T.
Steadman, Paul 
Waterhouse Wilson, Elaine 
Whitson-Owen, Eugena A.

2010
Abraham, Enrique
Anderson, Shelli L. 
Barnerd, John A. Jr.
Begley, Heather A.
Blitz, Brian J.
Bonamarte, Michael F. IV
Carani, Christopher V.
Carder, Deborah A.
Chaloemtiarana, Thad 
Decker, Deborah E. 
Demeros, Georgia L.
Donoghue, R. David
Dunn, Colin H.
Elbert, Angela R.
Field, Thomas T
Goldberg, Michael J. 
Haile, Debrai G.
Harris, Marla Shade
Hull, Kevin M.
Goldberg, Michael J.
Jeffrey, Craig D.
Keberlein-Gutiérrez, Miguel
Kocoras, John C. 
Kornak, Michael P. 
Ledbetter, Eric D. 
Martini, Christina L.  
Nocera, Nicole  
Nutter, Michael  
O’Malley, Colin J. 
Paul, Brian P. 
Renken, Sammi L. 
Risatti, Carrie M. 
Risch, Jeffrey A. 
Rosenthal, Jason M. 
Sathy, Anup 
Scodro, Michael A. 
Silver, Marc S. 
Tsai, Diana Y. 
Veugeler, Kevin T. 
Vigano, Jon C. 
Wolven, Lauren J.

2011
Basil, Matt 
Battersby, Margaret 
Bauer, Beth A. 
Campbell, Tracy A. 
Cellitti, David T. 
Werries Collier, Kristen 
Collier, Paul D. 
Crane, Ben 
Cullis, John 
Delaney, Aimee E. 
Driscoll, Sean P. 
Elliott, Tim 
Friedel, Laura B. 
Friedman, Mitchell B. 
Gallo, Claudia 
Harris, Kristen A. 
Heather, Justin L. 
Henry, Scott W. 
Herman, Athena M. 
Hill, Hamilton H. 
Kirk, Daniel A. 
Lingertat, Jessica G. 
Monico, Brian T. 
Moorhead, James P. 
Pearlman, Steven J. 
Phelan, James E. 
Phillip, Danielle A. 
Posey, Thomas J. 
Pinnell Reed, Jacquelyn T. 
Rubin, Jamie  
Salvi, Patrick A. 
Sarafa, Derek J. 
Schoop, Devlin J. 
Sheahan, Terrence J. 
Siegel, Marc J. 
Silva, Rosa Maria 
Thomas, Brian C. 
Giganti Valentino, Karie J. 
Wallenfelsz, Rebecca  
Zhao, Gary
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2012
Abramic, John
Booker, Matthew 
Bradford, Derek
Breitlander, Sarah
Castro, Claudia
Ciszewski, Steven
Conlon, Alison
Farahvar, Paul
Haddox, Velisha
Halvorsen, Kim
Hammer, Brendan 
Hoffman, Craig
Hudson, Tim
Huntington, Howard
Jones, Eric
Jurasek, Michael
Kassof, Andrew
Kramer, Heather
Madiar, Eric
Markus, Lindsey Paige
Mayster, Courtney
McHugh, David
Mickelson, Kathryn
Nowak, Conrad
Nowak, Jeff
Okorafor, Ngozi 
Owens, Marcia
Powell, Jordan
Proscia, Julie
Ryan, Aaron
Saper, Daliah
Sharuzi, Jacqueline
Slavick, Scott
Smith, Brian
Sommario, Frank
Tarnow, William
Tautges, Kelly
Torshen, Jacqueline
Weiss, Daniel
White, Patrick

2013
Adelman, Robert
Atterberry, Rachel
Barickman, Jason
Bergmann, Michael
Bills, Matthew A.
Cook, Kimberly A.
Covington, Jamila S.
Dates, Lindsey
Denning, Michael
Doellinger, Chad J.  
Douglass, Richard G.
Dunn, Jennifer A.
Eldridge, Brian
Gabrielson, Anthony
Garrett, Amy E.
Hurst, Heather
Jenkins, Matthew T.
Jones, Norah L.
Koenig, Ray J., III
Lamden, Seth D.
Ledebuhr, Meg Nemeth
Lee, Josh
Malamis, Kathy Karaboyas
Marincsin, Courtney Boho
Murphy, Richard J.
Murray, Brian J.
Nichols, Benjeman L.
O’Danovich, A. Mark
Park, Samuel S.
Plotkin, Gabriel
Pontikes, Rachael
Sénat, Anastasie M. 
Shulman, Daniel H.
Skallas, Tom
Slavick, Marni R.
Tsantilis, Peter
Vitek, Shana L.
Walker, Timothy
Webster, Diane
Williams, Matthew L.

2014
Cannon, Erin
Cischke, Stacey
Cloud, Patrick 
Cosgrove, Bradley
Darmstadter, Seth E. 
Devine, Tara R. 
Egan, Ricahrd
Frantzen, Sandra A. 
Garrett, Matthew M. 
Grosh, Katherine
Grund, Melissa A. 
Hartzell, Julianne M. 
Hooker, Darrick J. 
Hudson, Kristen E. 
Irmen, Jennifer
Kasdin, Chad D. 
Kelly, Adam G. 
Luk, Olivia T. 
Lundy, Jason 
McCarthy, Kristin Barnette
McGrory, Michael
Milman, Emily
Minarik, Katherine G. 
Pokorny, William R. 
Ritchey, Timothy J. 
Roche, Michael T. 
Rubenstein, Amy M. 
Satchwell, Matthew
Schey, Emily
Schramm, Jessica M. 
Silverman, Cari F. 
Siporin, Mathew T. 
Siprut, Joseph
St. Peter, Michael
Strauss, Michael S. 
Vaught, Heather
Wideikis, James L. 
Wright, Kenya
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2015
Becker, Jeffrey
Belcore, Todd
Bender, Kelley
Bennett, Ryan
Collison, Muriel
Comstock, Thomas
Davis, Sara
Ehrhart, Katheleen
Engle, Andrew
Fisher, Marc
Fitzgerald, John
Friedman, Ross
Gilbert, Jennifer
Harper, Tiffany
Hass, Douglas
Heaton, Conor
Hirsh, Jason
Kim, Jenny
Kincaid, Timothy
King, Sarah
Kogut, Eva
Krehbiel, Karen
Law, Diana
LeFevour, Genevieve
MacEntee, Barry
Martin, Misty
Mehta, Manish
Passen, Matthew
Patt Pellettiere, Jodi
Pinter, Gary
Schroeder, Richard
Shinsky, Michael
Soucie, Miranda
Stockton, Richard
Sweis, Marvet
Thomson, Wade
Wahlke, Lydia
Walsh, Ryan
Waskowski, Adam
Wilder, Michael

2016
Becker, Heather R. M. 
Boyce, Chasity 
Carstens, Karoline  
Codilis, Adam E. 
Daley-Scott, Carolyn
Eggert, Devon
Epstein, Timothy Liam
Eveland, Toby
Gallagher, Michael L. 
Geller, Jeremy L. 
Giese, Patrick J. 
Goldstein, Jacob Z.  
Gordon, Richard
Harney, Christine
Hermes, Elizabeth
Hoey, Laura
Jacobson, J. Alex
Jasper, Timothy
Kasdin, Michael
Kibort, Adam
Kiley, Rachel D. 
Kim, Paula
Koziel, Jamie
Liebman, Joshua
McCall, Kara
Medrano, Sulema 
Newman, Justin M. 
O’Connor, Kevin A. 
Poullaos, Ivan 
Schulman, Brad
Shrestha, Roshan P. 
Sposeep, Jason N. 
Stogsdill, Morgan
Tesmer, Trisha
Tyson, Malaika D. 
Vail, Andrew
Vaught, Adam R.
Weiner, Justin
Wiegler, Shera D.  

2017
Alkaraki, Michael
Auty, Christian
Babel, Sabina
Bensinger, V. Brette
Berg, Nicholas
Boesche, Ashly
Byrne, Matthew
Carter, Matthew
Colunga, Gia
Cruz, Scott
Davis, Suheily
Diamantatos, Tinos
Doherty, Brion
Fisher, Jamie
Flint, Tacy
Gekas, John
Ginex, Gregory
Haarlow, John
Hill, Mercedes
Hirsch, Danielle
Husnick, Chad
Lydigsen, Laura
Mandell, Craig
Masalski, Emily
McCaskey, Michael
Mendez, Marvin
Morinec, Mitchell
O’Brien, Elizabeth
O’Callaghan, Sean
Pinkus, Jared
Pitts, Dartesia
Rich, Trisha
Riddle, Kristofer
Rosenberg, Sonya
Schopfer, Melissa
Sorich, Michael
Thut, Andrew
Torre, Andrew
Vance, Blake
Vandesteeg, Lisa
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2018
Amarilio, Jonathan B.
Austin, Jenny
Bedi, Jonathan
Bekkerman, Gerald J.
Boike, Jessica
Brammeier, Tracy A.
Castelli, Timothy
Choi, Eric Y.
Coleman, Matthew
Couyoumjian, Anne C.
Cronin, Thomas G
Danish, Jennifer
Davis, Charles Y.
Dike, Azuka C.
Downs, Marissa L.
Grimes, Steve
Haddox, Derrick L.
Haunty, Molly
Jackson, Joshua M.
Kay, Justin
Krigal, Ari
LaFata, Samantha N.
Lechner, Theresa
Leja, Beata
Lutz, Christina E.
Manetti, Margaret
Markley, Lyndsay
Mathew, Anand C.
Meyer, Gerald P.
Mikaitis, Colleen
Neidig, Elizabeth
Premo-Hopkins, Mark
Scatchell, Gianna
Shelby, Andrew
Smith, Drahcir
Spencer, Asha
Steinway, Jordan S
Storino, Daniel K.
Svajgl, James L.
Yacona, Ruth

2019
Bedell, R. Patrick
Blessing, Carolyn A. 
Brennan, Patrick A. 
Brooks, Dennericka 
Burnette, Jennifer
Casciato, Jack J.  
Clyder, Patrick P. 
Conway, Kathryn L. 
Esbrook, Christopher J. 
Farrell, Timothy R.  
Felkins, Jill M. 
Fineberg, Judd Z. 
Flotte, Sarah E. 
Garber, Adam S. 
Goldfaden, Daniel A. 
Gregory, Courtney E. 
Horton, Sara Tonnies
Kenney, Katie D. 
Khetarpal, Monica H. 
Kienzler, Richard T.  
Krolikowska, Anna P. 
Lalmalani, Sapna G. 
Leighton, Gregory J. 
Maras, Maria A. 
Mateo-Harris, Gray I. 
Morado Jr., Juan
Nazem, Samira A. 
Panatera, Joseph A. 
Parker, Rebekah H. 
Rao, Vaishali S. 
Rashidfarokhi, Rebekah
Salemi, Daniel R. 
Salvi, Brian L. 
Schreiner, John P. 
Sevin, Michael D.  
Stringfield, Daniel S. 
Terrazzino, Philip P. 
Viglione, Michael M. 
Villanti, Thomas F. 
Zabrin, Hailee Bloom

2020
Albert, Angelo
Bednarz, Jessica
Berlow, Cliff
Bhargava, Monique
Boeder, Aaron
Caldarone, Antonio
Coogan, Jim
Dattilo, Matthew Thomas
Ditore, Michael
Dix, Paul 
Eggum, John
Ferrill, Sarah
Gewertz, Nevin
Goodlett, Brittany Heitz
Goutos, Alexa
Haskins, Charles
Jhaveri, Simul
Jones, Stephanie
Kirkwood, Erica
Lichtenberg, Aura
Lozoya, Anna
Lynch, James
Macfadden, Kilby Cantwell
May, Andrew
McElligott, Matthew
Moore, Desiree
Morgan, Bob
Oliver, Amanda
Rodak, Sarah
Romig, Jennifer
Roth, Martin
Seale, Mariangela “Merili” 
Secler, Ross
Shanahan, Michael 
Simic, Emer
Tepas, Meghan
Twardak, Katherine
Vera, Carlos
Wilson, Bryan
Zalay, Michael

 2021

Daisy Ayllon
Chirag Badlani
Dunstan Barnes
Stephen Blecha
Kimberly Boike
David Buishas 
Liz Butler
Tiffany Carpenter
Daniel Cozzi
Marta Davidson 
Bridget S. Davis
Jeremy Edelson
Matthew Feery
Sarah Frazer
Kelly Sabo Gaden
David Gallagher
Amy Gibson
Brianna Golan
Adam Guetzow
Precious S. Jacobs-Perry
Hilary Jaffe 
Rohit Kapuria
Rob Kohen
Andrew Lothson
Erin Wright Lothson
Dennis M. Lynch
Paul Motz
Joseph R. Napoli II
Kathleen Opal
Michelle Parthum
Tanvi Patel
Julie Pustilnik
Martin Ruhaak
Raymond Rushing
Daniel Saeedi 
Evan Schanerberger
Nilofer Umar
Nneka Umeh
Marc Zaslavsky
Adam Miel Zebelian
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Daisy Ayllon
Chirag Badlani
Dunstan Barnes
Stephen Blecha
Kimberly Boike
David Buishas 
Liz Butler
Tiffany Carpenter
Daniel Cozzi
Marta Davidson 
Bridget S. Davis
Jeremy Edelson
Matthew Feery
Sarah Frazer
Kelly Sabo Gaden
David Gallagher
Amy Gibson
Brianna Golan
Adam Guetzow
Precious S. Jacobs-Perry
Hilary Jaffe 
Rohit Kapuria
Rob Kohen
Andrew Lothson
Erin Wright Lothson
Dennis M. Lynch
Paul Motz
Joseph R. Napoli II
Kathleen Opal
Michelle Parthum
Tanvi Patel
Julie Pustilnik
Martin Ruhaak
Raymond Rushing
Daniel Saeedi 
Evan Schanerberger
Nilofer Umar
Nneka Umeh
Marc Zaslavsky
Adam Miel Zebelian
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Solutions
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• Digital forensics

• eDiscovery and hosting
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• Forensic accounting and valuation

• Fraud investigations
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